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1 Introdution and Summary
The �rst LHC design study [1℄ onsidered a mahine with a peak luminosity of

1:4 � 1033 m�2 s�1 at 8TeV proton beam energy. Possible ways to attain luminosities
signi�antly higher than at the SSC were �rst disussed in Ref. [2℄ and later inluded in a
subsequent design study [3℄. The �nal LHC oneptual design [4℄ desribes a hallenging
mahine, optimised for a nominal luminosity of 1034 m�2 s�1 at 7TeV proton beam energy.
In order to exploit fully the potential of the mahine, of the injetors, and of the detetors,
possible routes to inrease the LHC luminosity by an order of magnitude and to double
its energy have been explored in Refs. [5, 6℄. As explained in Setion 2 and in Ref. [7℄,
there is a strong physis interest for suh a performane upgrade, that would signi�antly
extend the reah of the LHC and enable preision measurements of rare proesses.

The present feasibility study is the result of disussions and investigations by a
task fore set up in July 2001. Sine the e�etive working time of the task fore has
been less than three months, we only sketh some baseline options and disuss a few
alternative solutions, identifying further studies required for an LHC mahine upgrade and
proposing an R&D programme. We disuss senarios for a staged upgrade of the LHC and
of its injetors, ompatible with established aelerator design riteria and fundamental
limitations of the hardware subsystems, aiming at a target luminosity in proton operation
of 1035 m�2 s�1 in eah of the two high-luminosity experiments and onsider an upgrade
to a proton beam energy of about 14TeV. An interesting outome of these disussions has
been a novel approah to the optimization of the ollider performane, ompatible with
the beam-beam limit for high intensity proton bunhes or long `super-bunhes'.

Any upgrade beyond the nominal LHC performane, inluding the so alled `ulti-
mate luminosity' of 2:3�1034 m�2 s�1 (see Table 1), will be onsidered as an LHC upgrade
and shall be addressed in this feasibility study. We therefore onsider the following three
phases:

{ LHC Phase 0: maximum performane without hardware hanges,
{ LHC Phase 1: maximum performane keeping the LHC ars unhanged,
{ LHC Phase 2: maximum performane with `major' hardware hanges.

1.1 LHC performane limitations and approximate saling laws
The LHC performane will be limited by several fundamental e�ets:

{ Magneti �eld quality and lattie orretor shemes de�ne the so-alled dynami
aperture, i.e. the maximum stable amplitude of single partile betatron osilla-
tions. This sets an upper bound for the beam transverse emittane " at injetion
(dynami aperture dominated by the �eld quality of the main dipoles) and for
the full rossing angle � in ollision (dynami aperture dominated by �eld quality
and beam o�sets in the triplet quadrupoles). The maximum rossing angle is also
limited by the aperture of the triplet quadrupoles.

{ The dynami aperture is redued by long range beam-beam enounters. This sets
a lower bound for the beam separation at injetion and for the rossing angle in
ollision.

{ The single beam intensity is limited by olletive e�ets, both in the LHC and
in the injetors, by beam loading and ryogeni heat load, as well as by vauum,
mahine protetion, and beam dump onsiderations. Colletive e�ets in the LHC
are disussed in Setion 6. In partiular, depending on the bunh spaing and the
seondary eletron yield of the beam sreen surfae, eletron loud e�ets may be
the main limit to the single beam intensity. Aording to observations at the CERN
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parameter symbol units nominal ultimate Piwinski
number of bunhes nb 2808 2808 2808

bunh spaing �tsep ns 25 25 25
protons per bunh Nb 1011 1.1 1.7 2.6

average beam urrent Iav A 0.56 0.86 1.32
normalised transv. emittane "n �m 3.75 3.75 3.75

longitudinal emittane "L eV s 2.5 2.5 4.0
peak RF voltage VRF MV 16 16 3/1

RF frequeny fRF MHz 400.8 400.8 200.4/400.8
r.m.s. bunh lengthy �z m 7.55 7.55 15.2
r.m.s. energy spread �E 10�4 1.13 1.13 0.9

IBS long. emitt. growth timey �z;IBS h 65 42 33
IBS hor. emitt. growth timey �x;IBS h 111 72 87

beta at IP1-IP5 �� m 0.5 0.5 0.5
full rossing angley � �rad 300 315 345
di�usive aperture dda � 6.3 6.0 6.0

Piwinski parameter ��z=�
� 1.43 1.50 3.29

luminosity redution fator F 0.81 0.80 0.52
peak luminosity at IP1-IP5 L 1034 m�2 s�1 1.0 2.3 3.6

Table 1: List of nominal and ultimate LHC parameters at 7TeV. The last olumn refers to
operation with large `Piwinski parameter'. The orresponding beam-beam tune footprints,
disussed in Setion 3, are ompared in Fig. 1. y The r.m.s. bunh length orresponds to
a Gaussian bunh distribution and the IBS growth times are omputed by the Bjorken-
Mtingwa formalism implemented in MAD [8℄ for the LHC ollision optis version 6.4, with
momentum ompation fator �p = 3:225 � 10�4. Note that earlier optis versions are
still assumed in some of the following setions together with a nominal rossing angle of
300�rad for ultimate beam intensity at nominal �� = 0:5m (respetively � = 414�rad
at �� = 0:25m), although the orresponding di�usive aperture drops below 6� and may
turn out to be insuÆient.

SPS, the threshold bunh intensity for eletron loud build-up sales linearly with
the bunh spaing.

{ The beam emittane depends on the LHC injetor omplex. Spei�ally, spae
harge e�ets limit the beam brilliane Nb="n, i.e. the ratio between number
of partiles per bunh and normalised transverse emittane "n = �", where
 = (1� �2)�1=2 denotes the relativisti Lorentz fator.

{ The peak luminosity is limited by the nonlinear beam-beam interation. In par-
tiular the total beam-beam tune spread, i.e. the amplitude dependent detuning
aused by head-on and parasiti ollisions in all the IPs, should not exeed 0.01
so that the orresponding betatron `tune footprint', disussed in Setion 3, an be
aommodated in between resonanes of order lower than or equal to 12. Note that
so-alled `Paman bunhes', near the edge of the bunh trains, experiene di�erent
numbers of long range ollisions and may have signi�antly di�erent beam-beam
footprints. Coherent beam-beam e�ets in the so-alled strong-strong regime may
also limit the LHC performane [9℄.

{ The linear tune shift due to long range enounters anels if half of the beam-
beam rossings take plae in the vertial and the other half in the horizontal plane:
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Figure 1: Comparison of beam-beam tune footprints for regular bunhes, orresponding to
betatron amplitudes extending from 0 to 6�, for LHC nominal (dotted, red line), ultimate
(dashed, green line), and large Piwinski parameter on�guration (solid, blue line) with
two interation points and alternating horizontal-vertial rossing planes (see Table 1).

this is true also for `Paman bunhes' (see Setion 3 and Ref. [10℄). However the
tune footprint for partiles with large betatron amplitudes is somewhat inreased,
typially by about 10% (see Fig. 1). As a simpli�ed performane riterion, in
the following we therefore assume that the total linear tune shift due to head-on
beam-beam ollisions does not exeed 0.009. For round1) proton beams olliding
head-on in two IPs, the total linear beam-beam tune shift is �Qbb = �x + �y =
(Nb="n) rp=2�, with rp the lassial proton radius, and depends only on the beam
brilliane.

{ The luminosity lifetime depends on the rate of nulear interations between the two
beams and with the rest gas, and on several mehanisms governing the transverse
beam size, i.e., blow-up due to intra-beam sattering (IBS), nonlinear beam-beam
interation and possibly eletron loud, and damping due to synhrotron radia-
tion. The horizontal IBS growth rate is approximately proportional to the partile
density in the six-dimensional phase spae.

{ The integrated luminosity depends on the peak luminosity, on the luminosity life-
time and on the average mahine turn-around time, as disussed in Setion 5.

1) Operation with at beams is pratially exluded in the LHC with the urrent two-in-one triplet
on�guration, sine a redution of the ratio ��

y
=��

x
for one beam orresponds to a redution of ��

x
=��

y

for the ounter-rotating beam.
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For short bunhes of length �z � ��, the so-alled `hourglass e�et' is negligible and the
peak luminosity for round beams olliding with full rossing angle �

L =
N2

bfrep
4���2 F

is redued by a fator F ' 1=

r
1 +

�
��z
2��

�2
. Here frep = nbfrev is the average bunh

repetition frequeny and �� =
p
"�� the r.m.s. transverse beam size at the IP. The ratio

��z=�
� is known as `Piwinski parameter'. If the beam intensity is limited by e�ets other

than the beam-beam interation, the baseline sheme to maximise luminosity onsists in
operating the mahine with short bunhes and minimum rossing angle, ompatible with
adequate beam separation to redue the e�et of long range ollisions. As disussed in
Setion 6.1, however, the total linear tune shift for beams olliding with a rossing angle
in alternating horizontal-vertial planes is also redued by a similar fator

�Qbb = �x + �y =
Nbrp
2�"n

Fbb:

For short bunhes Fbb ' F . Therefore, if the bunh intensity is not limited by the injetors
or by other e�ets in the LHC (e.g., by the eletron loud build-up), it is possible to
inrease the luminosity without exeeding the beam-beam limit�Qbb � 0:01 by inreasing
the rossing angle and/or the bunh length. This alternative approah had not been
onsidered in the original LHC design. Expressing the beam-beam limited bunh intensity
Nb in terms of the beam-beam tune shift �Qbb, the orresponding peak luminosity is given
by the following approximate formula:

L = �Q2
bb

�"nfrep
r2p�

�

vuut1 +

 
��z
2��

!2

:

Another possibility to ahieve signi�ant luminosities with large rossing angles onsists
in olliding very long `super-bunhes', as disussed in Setion 6.2 and Ref. [11℄. It an be
shown [12℄ that a few super-bunhes with at longitudinal distribution yield a luminosityp
2 times higher than many short Gaussian bunhes with the same total harge and

beam-beam tune shift.
An approximate saling law [13, 14℄ for the so-alled `di�usive aperture' dda with

long range beam-beam enounters is (dsep � dda)=� /
q
kparNb="n, where dsep=� ' �=��

is the relative beam separation (in units of the r.m.s. transverse beam size �) at the kpar

parasiti enounters, and �� =
q
"=�� the r.m.s. angular beam divergene at the IP. Note

that the ratio (dsep�dda)=� is independent of the betatron funtion and the beam energy;
it is again a funtion of the brilliane Nb="n. For the nominal LHC beam emittane and
separation sheme, with kpar = 2�32 parasiti enounters around the two high luminosity
experiments, this saling law an be written

dda=� ' �
q
��="� 3

q
Nb=1011

and is in qualitative agreement with partile traking results [14, 15℄. With nominal LHC
rossing angle � = 300�rad and r.m.s. angular beam divergene �� = 31:7�rad, the
beam separation is dsep ' 9:5 � and the di�usive aperture dda ' 6 � 6:5 � for nominal
bunh intensity Nb = 1:1� 1011 orresponds to a redution by more than 3 �. Preserving
a omparable dynami aperture in ollision with higher bunh intensities, shorter bunh
spaings (i.e., larger kpar), and/or smaller values of �� requires larger rossing angles.
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1.2 LHC Phase 0
As disussed in Setion 3 and in Ref. [17℄, the nominal LHC performane at 7TeV

orresponds to a total beam-beam tune spread of 0.01, with a luminosity of 1034 m�2 s�1

in IP1 and IP5 (ATLAS and CMS), halo ollisions in IP2 (ALICE) and low-luminosity
in IP8 (LHC-b). The steps to reah ultimate performane without hardware hanges are
shown in Table 2.

1. ollide beams only in IP1 and IP5 ! �� = 0:5m
2. inrease rossing angle to � = 315�rad
3. inrease bunh population up to the beam-beam limit! L = 2:3� 1034 m�2 s�1

4. optionally inrease the dipole �eld to 9T (ultimate �eld) ! Emax = 7:54TeV

Table 2: Steps for the LHC upgrade to ultimate performane: ollisions in ATLAS and
CMS only, with alternating horizontal-vertial rossing planes.

Assuming a maximum beam-beam tune spread of 0.01, the beam-beam limit is
reahed at the ultimate intensity Nb = 1:7�1011 p/bunh and the orresponding ultimate
luminosity in ATLAS and CMS is 2:3 � 1034 m�2 s�1. It should be noted that, with
nominal rossing angle and ultimate intensity, the di�usive aperture drops below 6 �
and may turn out to be insuÆient. To reover a di�usive aperture of at least 6 �, the
rossing angle has to be inreased to about 315�rad and the orresponding redution
of luminosity is negligible. If the LHC an be operated with a beam-beam tune spread
larger than 0.01, the ultimate LHC luminosity may be ompatible with halo ollisions in
ALICE. For example, one an hoose a working point loser to the oupling resonane
(Qx�Qy = 0:005 instead of 0.01) to reah a total beam-beam tune spread of 0.015, equal
to the maximum ahieved in the SPS p�p ollider. Alternatively, it may be possible to
redue the total beam-beam tune spread by the help of ompensation shemes, and in
partiular to redue the e�et of long range beam-beam enounters by means of pulsed
eletromagneti lenses [16℄. This would open up the possibility of a higher luminosity,
provided the injetors an deliver beams with higher brilliane and higher intensity, as
disussed in Setion 11.1. The ultimate dipole �eld of 9T orresponds to a proton beam
energy of 7:54TeV and to a beam urrent limited by ryogenis (see Setion 10) and/or
by beam dump onsiderations (see Setion 12). The LHC parameters shown in Tables 1
and 5 refer to a beam energy of 7TeV.

1. ollide beams only in IP1 and IP5 ! �� = 0:5m
2. inrease longitudinal emittane and bunh length, for example to �z = 15:2 m
3. inrease rossing angle to � = 345�rad
4. inrease bunh population (ompatibly with eletron loud and other olletive

e�ets) up to the beam-beam limit Nb = 2:6� 1011 ! L = 3:6� 1034 m�2 s�1

Table 3: Possible steps for an LHC upgrade beyond ultimate luminosity with large Piwin-
ski parameter: ollisions in ATLAS and CMS only, with alternating horizontal-vertial
rossing planes.

A possible luminosity upgrade senario beyond ultimate performane, requiring
further studies, is shown in Table 3. If the single bunh population an be inreased
above the ultimate intensity, keeping the same nominal transverse emittane, operation
with large Piwinski parameter beomes interesting. With an inreased rossing angle
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of 345�rad, nominal 25 ns bunh spaing and a bunh population Nb = 2:6 � 1011, the
di�usive aperture is about 6 �, i.e. the same as for ultimate performane (the �eld qual-
ity of the LHC triplet magnets allows a maximum rossing angle of 400�rad without
signi�ant degradation of the dynami aperture). In priniple, this does not require an
upgrade of the injetors if one aepts shorter bunh trains in the PS and thus longer
LHC �lling times, as disussed in Setion 11.1. However a rossing angle of 345�rad re-
quires a hallenging orbit ontrol during �-squeeze and may not be ompatible with the
foreseen installation of beam sreens in the triplet magnets, resulting in a redution of
the available mehanial aperture. The bunh length has to be doubled in order not to
exeed the beam-beam limit and an inreased longitudinal emittane is required to redue
IBS growth rates and to avoid longitudinal beam instabilities. The tentative parameters
reported in the last olumn of Table 1 orrespond to the ombined use of both 200 and
400MHz RF systems and to a longitudinal emittane of 4 eV s. The use of a wide-band
longitudinal feedbak system an also be onsidered if the two RF systems together are
insuÆient to ensure beam stability. At 7TeV the orresponding beam-beam limited lu-
minosity is about 3:6�1034 m�2 s�1 in IP1 and IP5, assuming alternating rossing planes.
In ase of severe eletron loud problems, with this sheme the LHC ould approah its
nominal luminosity with a bunh spaing of 75 ns.

1.3 LHC Phase 1
Possible steps to inrease the luminosity with hardware hanges only in the LHC

insertions and/or in the injetor omplex inlude the baseline sheme shown in Table 4.

1. modify insertion quadrupoles and/or layout ! �� = 0:25m
2. inrease rossing angle by

p
2 ! � = 445�rad

3. inrease bunh population up to ultimate intensity ! L = 3:3� 1034 m�2 s�1

4. halve bunh length with high harmoni RF system ! L = 4:6� 1034 m�2 s�1

5. inrease number of bunhes (ompatibly with eletron loud e�ets and long range
beam-beam enounters) ! L � 6� 7� 1034 m�2 s�1

Table 4: Baseline sheme for an LHC luminosity upgrade: ollisions in ATLAS and CMS
only, with alternating horizontal-vertial rossing planes.

Possible modi�ations of the insertion layout to reah �� = 0:25m are disussed in
Setion 4 and inlude separation dipoles loser to the IP to redue the e�et of long range
beam-beam ollisions: the orresponding redution of the beam-beam tune spread is not
inluded in the present luminosity estimates whih require further studies. The reason to
inrease the (ultimate) rossing angle by

p
2 for half the nominal �� is to keep the same

relative beam separation �
q
��=" and thus the same (small) ontribution of long range

ollisions to the beam-beam footprint. The orresponding luminosity redution fator is
F = 0:56 and the luminosity for ultimate bunh intensity is only 3:3 � 1034 m�2 s�1.
Note, however, that the bunh intensity is no longer beam-beam limited. With half the
nominal bunh length one an reover the nominal redution fator F = 0:8 and reah
a beam-beam limited luminosity of 4:6� 1034 m�2 s�1 at ultimate bunh intensity. Suh
a `modest' luminosity upgrade requires a relatively expensive high harmoni RF system,
disussed in Setion 11.3, to redue the bunh length. The longitudinal emittane and the
horizontal IBS growth time are redued by approximately

p
2, as shown in Table 5.
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parameter symbol units baseline Piwinski super-bunh
number of bunhes nb 2808 2808 1

bunh spaing �tsep ns 25 25
protons per bunh Nb 1011 1.7 2.6 5600

average beam urrent Iav A 0.86 1.32 1.0
norm. transv. emittane "n �m 3.75 3.75 3.75
longitudinal emittane "L eV s 1.78 2.5 15000

peak RF voltage VRF MV 43 16 3.4
RF frequeny fRF MHz 1202.4 400.8 10

r.m.s. bunh length �z m 3.78 7.55 7500
r.m.s. energy spread �E 10�4 1.60 1.13 5.8

IBS long. emitt. growth time �z;IBS h 50 28 856
IBS hor. emitt. growth time �x;IBS h 42 46 63

beta at IP1-IP5 �� m 0.25 0.25 0.25
full rossing angle � �rad 445 485 1000
di�usive aperture dda � 6.0 6.0 6.0y

Piwinski parameter ��z=�
� 1.50 3.27

luminosity redution fator F 0.80 0.53
peak luminosity at IP1-IP5 L 1034 m�2 s�1 4.6 7.2 9.0

Table 5: List of LHC parameters at 7TeV orresponding to possible luminosity upgrade
senarios with redued ��. y The last olumn refers to one or several at super-bunhes,
with a total length of about 260m, on�ned by barrier bukets. The orresponding esti-
mate of di�usive aperture requires further studies (see Ref. [12℄).

With a redued bunh spaing of 15 ns (respetively 12.5 ns) and ultimate bunh
intensity , one would be able to reah a luminosity of 7:7 � 1034 m�2 s�1 (respetively
9:2� 1034 m�2 s�1). However, as disussed in Setion 6.3, eletron loud e�ets are ex-
peted to severely limit the bunh intensity for a bunh spaing shorter than 25 ns. More-
over, an inreased number of long range beam-beam enounters leads to a further re-
dution of dynami aperture and to an inreased tune footprint, unless beam-beam om-
pensation shemes are suessfully implemented or the rossing angle is further inreased.
Therefore the maximum luminosity with the baseline sheme will presumably never exeed
6 � 7 � 1034 m�2 s�1. In the baseline sheme, operation with bunhed beams and large
rossing angles of several mrad, to pass eah beam through separate �nal quadrupoles
of redued aperture, would require rab avities to avoid a severe luminosity loss (see
Appendix A.1).

If the single bunh population an be inreased above the ultimate intensity, keep-
ing the same nominal transverse emittane, operation with large Piwinski parameter al-
lows us to reah a luminosity of 7:2�1034 m�2 s�1 with nominal bunh length and nominal
bunh spaing. The logial steps are summarized in Table 6 and orrespond to those of
Table 3 with the same bunh population and the same Piwinski parameter, therefore the
rossing angle is saled by

p
2. Other parameters are shown in Table 5.

There is an interesting alternative sheme to inrease the LHC luminosity, based
on very long `super-bunhes', as shown in Table 7. The rossing angle an be possibly
inreased to several mrad, to pass eah beam through separate �nal quadrupoles of redued
aperture, as disussed in Setion 4. As shown in Setion 6.2 and further disussed in
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1. modify insertion quadrupoles and/or layout ! �� = 0:25m
2. inrease rossing angle to � = 485�rad
3. inrease bunh population (ompatibly with eletron loud and/or IBS) up to the

beam-beam limit Nb = 2:6� 1011 ! L = 7:2� 1034 m�2 s�1

Table 6: Possible steps for an alternative LHC luminosity upgrade with large Piwinski pa-
rameter: ollisions in ATLAS and CMS only, with alternating horizontal-vertial rossing
planes.

Ref. [12℄, a beam urrent of 1A distributed in one or several long super-bunhes in eah
LHC ring, with a total length around 300m, would be ompatible with the beam-beam
limit and the orresponding luminosity in ATLAS and CMS (with alternating horizontal-
vertial rossing planes) would be about 9�1034 m�2 s�1, as shown in the last olumn of
Table 5. The super-bunh option is very interesting for large rossing angles, although it
represents a somewhat `irreversible' hoie. It an potentially avoid eletron loud e�ets
and minimize the ryogeni heat load, as disussed in Setion 10. However the assoiated
RF manipulations and beam parameters are hallenging and require further studies. To
keep the pile-up in the experimental detetors down to a reasonable level, the minimum
number of super-bunhes is estimated to be around 100 [18℄.

1. modify insertion quadrupoles and layout ! �� = 0:25m
2. upgrade the detetors ! e�etive length of about 20� 30 m
3. injet a bunhed beam of about 1A and aelerate it to 7TeV
4. use barrier bukets to form one or several long super-bunhes (see Setion 11.4)
5. ollide super-bunhes with a large rossing angle ! L � 9� 1034 m�2 s�1.

Table 7: Alternative `super-bunh sheme' for an LHC luminosity upgrade: ollisions in
ATLAS and CMS only, with alternating horizontal-vertial rossing planes.

1.4 LHC Phase 2
Possible steps to inrease the LHC performane with `major' hardware hanges in

the LHC ars and/or in the injetors inlude:
{ Modify the injetors to signi�antly inrease the brilliane beyond its ultimate

value (in onjuntion with beam-beam ompensation shemes).
{ Equip the SPS with superonduting magnets to injet in the LHC at 1TeV.

This implies also a orresponding upgrade of the transfer lines. For given mehani
and dynami apertures at injetion, this option an potentially inrease the LHC
luminosity by nearly a fator two, in onjuntion with higher bunh intensities at
onstant beam-beam parameter Nb="n and long range beam-beam ompensation
shemes. Indeed bunh intensity and normalised emittane ould be inreased by
a fator two, keeping the same transverse beam size at injetion. The beam size
in ollision would inrease by a fator

p
2 and the relative beam separation would

proportionally derease, leading to a signi�ant redution of the di�usive aperture
unless long range beam-beam e�ets an be ompensated. A Super-SPS would also
be the natural �rst step in view of an LHC energy upgrade, sine the orresponding
energy swing would be redued by a fator two.

{ Install new superonduting dipoles in the LHC ars to reah a beam energy around
12.5TeV. The energy upgrade is muh easier to exploit than a luminosity upgrade
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as it requires minimal hanges to the detetors. Dipole magnets with a nominal
�eld of 15T and a safety margin of about 2T an be onsidered a reasonable target
for 2015 and ould be operated by 2020. This requires a serious R&D programme
on new superonduting materials, as disussed in Setion 7.

1.5 Conlusions and reommendations
Reahing the nominal LHC performane is a hallenging task. The emittane bud-

get through the injetor hain is tight and we have to learn how to overome eletron loud
e�ets, injet into the LHC ring, aelerate and ollide almost 6000 high intensity pro-
ton bunhes, protet superonduting magnets and experiments, safely dump the beams,
et. Attaining or exeeding the ultimate LHC performane will be even more hallenging.
Further aelerator physis studies in view of a luminosity upgrade, e.g., by optimizing
mahine operation near the beam-beam limit, will be diretly appliable also to reah
nominal mahine performane, e.g., with fewer bunhes of higher intensity. Similarly, in-
vestigating and overoming intensity limitations in the LHC and its injetors is essential
for a fast and e�etive redution of eletron loud e�ets by beam srubbing. A summary
of possible senarios for the LHC performane upgrade and their impliations for the
ryogeni system is ompiled in Tables 17 and 19.

The present feasibility study has not onsidered required upgrades of beam in-
strumentation and possible at beam shemes at 7TeV. Also �eld quality issues for the
new magnets have not been addressed. Further studies are needed to ompare advan-
tages and disadvantages of long super-bunhes versus onventional bunhed beams and
to �nalize the Interation Region layout. Some experiene with barrier bukets may be
gained at CERN in onnetion with the Low Energy Ion Ring (LEIR) projet for LHC
ion aumulation.

Upgrades in beam intensity and brilliane are a viable option for a staged inrease
of the LHC luminosity. A possibility being onsidered also for CNGS beams is to upgrade
the proton lina from 50 to 120MeV, to overome spae harge limitations. Then the ulti-
mate LHC intensity would beome very easy to ahieve and a further 30% inrease would
be possible with almost the same emittane. This requires R&D for ryogenis, vauum,
RF, beam dump, radiation issues, and injetors, and operation with large rossing angles.
Mahine experiments at olliders with large Piwinski parameter and many bunhes are
important. Beam-beam ompensation shemes with pulsed wires an redue tune foot-
prints and loss of dynami aperture due to long range ollisions. They need experimental
validation.

New triplet quadrupoles with high gradient and larger aperture, and/or alterna-
tive IR layouts, are needed for the LHC Phase 1 luminosity upgrade with redued ��.
Inreasing the quadrupole aperture has the additional advantage of letting through ra-
diation. A baseline IR design exists based on 200T/m Nb3Sn quadrupoles with 90mm
oil aperture. Higher gradients an be reahed with new onventional or high temperature
superondutors. Some of the related beam dynamis and magnet tehnology issues have
been addressed in a ollaboration meeting on the LHC IR upgrade, held at CERN in
Marh 2002 [19℄ and have been reently reviewed in [20℄.

An inreased injetion energy into the LHC, in onjuntion with long range beam-
beam ompensation shemes, would yield a proportional luminosity gain. A pulsed Super-
SPS and new superonduting transfer lines ould also be the �rst step for an LHC energy
upgrade. An interesting alternative to inrease the injetion energy into the LHC (or
Super-LHC) is to use the present SPS as injetor and introdue heap, ompat low �eld
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booster rings in the LHC tunnel. Dipole magnets with a nominal �eld of 15T an be
onsidered a reasonable target for 2015. This would allow us to reah a proton beam
energy around 12.5TeV in the LHC tunnel, but requires a vigorous R&D programme on
new superonduting materials.

In the following setions we review di�erent aspets of the LHC upgrade, ranging
from physis motivation and beam dynamis onsiderations to tehnologial hallenges
assoiated with superonduting magnets, ryogeni and RF systems, beam dump and
vauum.
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2 Motivation for the Super-LHC
Over the next deade at the LHC and at the Tevatron, preision tests of the

Standard Model (SM) will be performed and physis beyond the SM will be explored to
an unpreedented reah. The main motivation for a Super-LHC mahine to follow the
LHC is to explore the physis beyond the SM, while at the same time ompleting the SM
physis started at the LHC. Among the physis issues to be addressed at the Super-LHC
are [1, 2℄:

{ Preision SM physis, for example anomalous gauge boson ouplings WWV (where
V=;Z).

{ SM Higgs boson physis.
{ Supersymmetry.
{ Strong eletroweak symmetry breaking.
{ New gauge bosons.
{ Compositeness (exited quarks and leptons).
{ Extra dimensions.
In order to extend the reah of the LHC to high-mass systems in these setors and

to make preision measurements on rare proesses, an inrease in the luminosity and/or
energy is seen as being imperative. The Super-LHC senarios onsidered in this report
are a luminosity upgrade to 1035 m�2 s�1 and/or an energy upgrade to

p
s = 28TeV.

Contrary to what is sometimes assumed, it is not neessary to inrease the lumi-
nosity proportionally to the square of the inrease in energy in order to produe the same
number of events. In general, a fator of two inrease in the energy orresponds to a fator
of about ten inrease in the luminosity as the prodution ross-setions inrease by this
latter fator. This is beause the larger the energy, the smaller the Bjorken-x values of
the olliding partiles, resulting in a large inrease in the ross-setion due to the inrease
of the parton distribution funtions at low Bjorken-x values.

In partiular, physis proesses involving the prodution of high-mass systems suh
as exist in the Higgs, Supersymmetry and Extra Dimension setors have ross-setions
whih rise rapidly with energy. For example, the prodution rates of squarks and gluinos
an be more than ten times larger at 28TeV than at 14TeV for masses greater than 2TeV.
In the ase of SUSY Higgs, there are regions of the parameter spae where only one Higgs
state (h) is likely to be seen at the LHC. In the ase of mA = 500GeV the energy upgrade
inreases the H=A ross-setion by approximately a fator of �ve thereby inreasing the
disovery potential for heavy Higgs bosons. Here H and A denote two other SUSY Higgs
states.

In general, the energy upgrade is muh easier to exploit than a luminosity upgrade
as it requires minimal hanges to the detetors. It an signi�antly enhane the physis
reah of the LHC by almost a fator of two in terms of mass. If new physis is disovered
then the energy upgrade will allow signi�ant further study of the new physis, suh
as preision measurements of the Higgs ouplings to fermions and bosons. In addition,
preision tests of the SM an be improved beause of the larger statistis expeted when
running at the higher energy.

The luminosity upgrade also has the potential to signi�antly enhane the LHC
apability. In partiular, a signi�ant inrease in the reah and preision measurements
an be made with an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1, assumed to be delivered at
an instantaneous luminosity of 1035 m�2 s�1 over a reasonable number of years. As is
well-known, the guiding �gure is the integrated luminosity rather than the instantaneous
luminosity.
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For an upgrade in the luminosity to be fully exploited, it is important that the
performane of the detetors remains at the same level as at the LHC. Major detetor
upgrades would be needed in order to fully exploit the fator of ten inrease in luminos-
ity [3℄. In view of this, it is assumed that a detetor R&D programme direted towards
the Super-LHC, and similar to that launhed in the early 1990's for the LHC, would be
put in plae.

The inner detetor would probably need to be hanged as a whole. Among the
main problems will be the fator of ten inrease in oupany. The high trak multipliity
due to the many interations per bunh rossing is a potential problem as eÆient b-
and � -tagging and eletron identi�ation beome more diÆult. In general, in order to
preserve the LHC pattern reognition, and momentum resolution, the detetor ell sizes
must be dereased by a fator of ten. Moreover, due to the high radiation levels, R&D for
new pixel detetors to survive the exeedingly high radiation level as exists at a radius
r < 20 m would be required. Also, tehnology used for LHC pixels must be developed
for the region 20 m< r < 60 m for the Super-LHC and that for the LHC Si mirostrip
detetors must be developed for the region r > 60 m for the upgrade. Finally, R&D on
radiation-tolerant eletronis would be required. The extent of suh upgrades results in
the replaement of large parts of the inner detetors.

The alorimeters will have a three times larger pile-up noise. An aeptable mea-
surement for eletrons, photons and jets, as required for the high-mass physis, should be
possible but a degradation of the forward jet tagging and low-pT jet veto would result in a
worse signal-to-bakground ratio for some hannels. Whereas the tehnology employed for
the LHC is adequate for luminosities up to 1034 m�2 s�1, R&D would be required in some
ases for the Super-LHC primarily for the end-ap and forward alorimeters, inluding
the ative media and eletronis.

The ATLAS and CMS muon systems are designed with a minimum safety fator of
between three and �ve with respet to bakground alulations. The inrease in radiation
would require a more robust shielding of the Muon Spetrometers at the prie of a redued
forward aeptane. An R&D programme would be required to study the limit of the
urrent detetors and to explore di�erent detetor tehnologies. The goal of the programme
would be to balane a high-� aeptane with robust detetors versus the requirement for
shielding and redued aeptane.

Conerning the Trigger and DAQ, a bunh spaing redued by up to about a fator
of two, as part of the drive to higher luminosities, would require modi�ations to the Level-
1 trigger and front-end eletronis. It would be of bene�t to re-build the LVL-1 trigger to
operate at higher frequenies mathing the bunh spaing. R&D would be required for the
data movement at the higher frequenies at LVL-1, for the synhronisation Timing and
Trigger Control (TTC), and for proessing at the higher frequenies. For the higher-level
triggers and DAQ, the issues relate to handling the inreased bandwidth.

An inrease in instantaneous luminosity may require positioning the low-� quadrupoles
loser to the interation point than that needed at the LHC. If this were to be the sheme
hosen, then a re-design of the alorimeters, muon detetors and radiation shielding in the
forward region would probably be needed. Integrating the shielding with the alorimeters
would be one option to provide a ompat lay-out.

Moreover, the option disussed in this report of inreasing the mahine luminosity
by inorporating a single super-bunh of length 300m and 1A urrent would require the
e�etive detetor lengths to be extended to between 20 and 30 m for a �� of 0.25m. This
would add to the need to re-design the inner traking detetors and the trigger.
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However, it should be noted that a Super-LHC without any major detetor up-
grades, namely by using only the �nal states of high pT jets, photons and muons is expeted
to provide about a 20-30% improvement in the mass reah for new physis. This inrease
is signi�ant for signals at the limit of the LHC sensitivity.

The LHC B-physis programme is not expeted to bene�t from a luminosity or
energy upgrade. The programme will be for the most part ompleted at the luminosities
and energy of the LHC.

For the ase of heavy-ions, the LHC will be statistially limited for some proesses
in Pb-Pb ollisions and a fator of ten inrease in luminosity ould have an impat in
this �eld. However, due to the very large nulear ross-setions, the beam lifetime, and
hene the integrated luminosity, would be redued signi�antly, perhaps ompromising to
a large extent any gain in the instantaneous luminosity. An inrease in energy seems not
to be attainable as the physis proesses inrease by log s, making a useful energy inrease
out of reah.

Therefore, the two high-luminosity pp experiments, ATLAS and CMS, and the one
heavy-ion experiment ALICE, an potentially add to their physis reah from a Super-
LHC, although this report fouses on the mahine requirements for the high luminosity pp
physis. It is assumed that the detetors would be installed and ready in about 2012 [3℄.
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Part I

Beam dynamis

3 Beam-beam e�ets
One of the limiting fators in high luminosity mahines omes from beam-beam

e�ets, i.e. the interation of the two beams when they meet. The e�ets are numerous and
an be separated into two lasses: head-on e�ets, normally in the entre of experiments
and long range interations at unwanted, parasiti enounters when the beams travel in a
ommon beam pipe. The strengths of both types are usually haraterized and measured
in terms of the resulting tune shift and non-linear tune spread. Although the problem
is muh more involved, the omparison of beam-beam e�ets in a single mahine with
varying parameters an be done in these units.

3.1 Head-on beam-beam e�ets
The ollision of two beams at a rossing angle falls into the ategory of head-on

ollisions sine the entres of the bunhes normally meet. The beam-beam parameter � of
a head-on ollision an be written as:

�x;y =
Nbr0�x;y

2��x;y(�x + �y)
(1)

where r0 is the lassial partile radius, (re; rp), Nb the number of partiles per bunh,
and �x and �y the beam sizes at the interation point (IP) in the horizontal and vertial
planes. For small values � orresponds to the tune shift of small amplitude partiles.
When the operation is beam-beam limited, this determines the bunh intensity and/or
the usable emittane. It is worth mentioning that for short round beams, as in the ase of
the LHC, the head-on tune shift does not depend on the optis at the interation point,
in partiular not on ��x;y.

The expression for the luminosity of the LHC is given by:

L =
N2

bnbfrev
4��x�y

F (2)

where nb the number of bunhes per beam and frev the ring revolution frequeny. In the
presene of a �nite rossing angle in one plane, let us say the vertial in the following
alulations, the luminosity is redued by a fator F . This fator depends on the rossing
angle � and the bunh length �z. Assuming a negligible dispersion at the ollision point,
we have:

F�1 =
�e�
y

�y
=

vuut1 +

 
��z
2�y

!2

(3)

where � is the full rossing angle.
The ratio ��z

�y
is often alled normalised rossing angle or also `Piwinski ratio': it

is a measure for the strength of transverse and longitudinal oupling, possibly leading to
synhro-betatron resonanes and therefore should be kept small, if possible. This is the
baseline sheme historially adopted to optimize the operation of existing olliders. The
alternative approah based on large Piwinski ratios or long super-bunhes, disussed in
Setion 6, needs further validation by mahine experiments.
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3.2 Long range beam-beam e�ets
While an easy expression an be written down for head-on beam-beam e�ets,

the dynamis of long range interations is muh more ompliated. It depends on the
beam parameters as well as on the geometry of the interation region and on the optis.
Reliable expressions annot be derived analytially and the most orret omputation of
tune shifts an only be done by partile traking. A few approximative saling `laws' an
be suggested, but should be used arefully sine the range of appliability is limited. As
for head-on ollisions the e�ets are proportional to the number of partiles per bunh
and it beame a habit to use the linear beam-beam parameter � as a saling parameter,
whih however serves merely as an expression for the bunh intensity `normalised' with
the beam emittane. It has no further physial relevane exept to ompare the relative
strength of head-on and long range interations. The long range e�ets are sensitive to
the separation, whih has to be omputed exatly from the trajetories of the two beams.
However for the drift spae around a low-� insertion (round beams) the latter an be
simpli�ed and expressed as:

dsep =
�s

�(s)
� �

s
��
"n

(4)

where "n is the normalised emittane of the beam. In �rst approximation, the indued
tune spread sales as 1=d2sep. Varying the emittane and/or the �-funtions an largely
ontrol the long range indued e�ets. Obviously the e�ets have to be summed over the
number of parasiti enounters and therefore inrease with their number.

One partiular feature of long range interations an be used to minimize their
detrimental e�ets. The tune shift beomes positive in the plane of separation and nega-
tive in the orthogonal plane (assuming proton-proton ollisions). Using alternating (i.e.,
vertial and horizontal rossings) a partial ompensation an be ahieved. The layout of
the LHC high luminosity regions relies on this ompensation and the nominal luminosity
annot be reahed without it.

The inrease of the rossing angle is limited by the available aperture in the �nal
foussing elements (triplet magnets) sine for large rossing angles the beam samples the
very non-linear �elds at large amplitudes. An inrease of the rossing angle requires a
di�erent layout of the interation region, either a signi�antly shorter distane of the
triplet to the interation point to keep the o�set smaller, or a design with separate triplet
magnets for the two beams that an be designed to follow the separate trajetories.

3.3 Beam-beam tune spread (footprints)
The beam-beam indued tune spread must be kept small enough to avoid low

order resonanes and a standard tool is to alulate so-alled tune footprints, i.e. the
mapping of the betatron amplitudes into the two-dimensional tune diagram. The size of
these footprints must be kept small and various ompensation shemes suh as alternating
rossings are required. Although the size of the footprint alone annot give a omplete
piture of the partile's stability behaviour, it is a valuable and easy tool to ompare dif-
ferent mahines (e.g., SPS ollider) or di�erent options of the same mahine. We therefore
shall try to �nd a senario where the footprints for the nominal, the ultimate and higher
luminosity options are omparable and assume a similar behaviour. We onsider it as a
useful upgrade if the usable luminosity is inreased by at least a fator 2.
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3.4 Possible LHC senarios
3.4.1 Nominal LHC sheme

The nominal LHC has four interation points where, for proton operation three
have head-on ollisions, and one experiment (IP2) an o�set ollision (4�) to redue the
interation rate. The ontribution of this experiment to the head-on tune shift is therefore
negligible. Crossing angles in the vertial plane are foreseen in IP1 and IP2 and in the
horizontal plane in IP5 and IP8. They ensure a �rst order ompensation of long range
beam-beam e�ets and the overall size of the tune footprint an be kept around 0.01 for
both planes. This determines the parameters for the nominal sheme, in partiular the
full rossing angles of 300 �rad and the bunh intensity of 1:10� 1011 protons per bunh,
leading to a luminosity of 1034 m�2 s�1.

0.297 0.302 0.307 0.312
0.31

0.315

0.32

0.325

Figure 2: Beam-beam tune footprint, orresponding to betatron amplitudes extending
from 0 to 6�, for nominal LHC on�guration with 4 interation points.

The tune footprint for the nominal on�guration is shown in Fig. 2. In both planes
the overall tune spread is about 0.01 by design. A higher luminosity an only be obtained
with a redued number of experiments. In earlier deliberations [2℄ a single experiment
was onsidered for luminosities lose to 7 � 1034 m�2 s�1. We aim at an inrease of a
fator two and want to allow for two high luminosity experiments. The footprint with
experiments in IP1 and IP5 only and otherwise unhanged onditions is shown in Fig. 3.
Reduing the number of head-on ollisions from four to two and suppressing the minor
ontribution of IP2 and IP8 to long range e�ets shows a signi�ant redution of the tune
spread (Fig. 3). One is therefore tempted to inrease the bunh intensity to a level where
the size of the footprint is approximately restored. For a rossing angle of 300�rad one
arrives at 1:67 � 1011 protons per bunh. This leads to a signi�antly higher luminosity
sine the latter is proportional to the bunh intensity squared while the beam-beam e�ets
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Figure 3: Beam-beam tune footprint for LHC on�guration with two interation points in
IP1 and IP5, alternating vertial-horizontal rossing planes, nominal beam intensity, and
nominal rossing angle.
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Figure 4: Horizontal orbit o�sets for all LHC bunhes at interation point 1 (vertial
rossing) in units of �m for LHC on�guration with two interation points and nominal
beam intensity.
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Figure 5: Footprint for LHC on�guration with two interation points in IP1 and IP5,
alternating vertial-horizontal rossing planes, nominal rossing angle, and ultimate beam
intensity.
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Figure 6: Horizontal orbit o�sets at interation point 1 (vertial rossing) for LHC on�g-
uration with two interation points in IP1 and IP5, alternating vertial-horizontal rossing
planes, nominal rossing angle, and ultimate beam intensity.
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are proportional to the intensity.
The same argument ould be used to inrease the bunh emittane while inreasing

the intensity, keeping the ratio Nb

"n
, i.e. the beam-beam parameter, onstant. Provided the

single bunh intensity is not limited otherwise, this leads to a higher luminosity and is a
valid option if the e�et of long range beam-beam enounters an be ompensated. The
larger aperture required at injetion must be evaluated as well. A further very important
aspet one has to onsider are the orbit distortions oming from long range interations in
the four ollision areas. In Fig. 4 we show the orbit o�sets assuming the nominal intensity,
but using only the interation points IP1 and IP5. This is justi�ed sine the other two
interation points ontribute very little to the o�sets. As already observed before [3℄, the
total spread of o�sets at the head-on ollision point are about 1.4�m, i.e. about 0.1�.

3.4.2 Ultimate LHC sheme

Operating the LHC with higher luminosities in speial on�gurations was �rst dis-
ussed in Ref. [2℄. An important issue is the redution of the number of experiments. The
on�guration with two experiments opposite in azimuth and with rossings in orthogonal
planes allows a re-optimization of the parameters. The parameters are shown in Table 8
and the resulting footprint is given in Fig. 5. The overall size needed in the tune diagram
is only slightly higher for the ultimate option. The e�et of the inreased intensity on the
losed orbits is shown in Fig. 6. Now the spread is larger and inreased to about 2.2 �m,
i.e. it is approximately saled with the intensity. This does not ome as a surprise sine
the two omitted experiments did not signi�antly ontribute to the orbit o�sets in the
nominal on�guration and therefore we did not expet a ompensation. A omparison of
the tune footprints for regular and Paman bunhes with alternating vertial-horizontal
rossing planes and horizontal-horizontal rossing planes in IP1 and IP5 is shown in Fig. 7
and further disussed in Ref. [4℄.

Nominal parameters Ultimate parameters
Experiments 2 high-L + 2 low-L 2 (maximum)

�� in high-L experiments 0.5m 0.5m
Full rossing angle � 300�rad 300�rad

Bunh intensity 1:10� 1011 p/bunh 1:67� 1011 p/bunh
Bunh spaing 25 ns 25 ns

Normalised emittane (�
2
�
) 3.75�m 3.75�m

Beam-beam parameter �0 0.00343 0.00545
Luminosity (� = 0�rad) 1:2� 1034 m�2 s�1 2:78� 1034 m�2 s�1

Redution fator F 0.81 0.81
Luminosity (� = 300�rad) 1:0� 1034 m�2 s�1 2:27� 1034 m�2 s�1

Beam lifetimey �b 78 h 49 h
Luminosity lifetimey �L 29 h 18 h

Table 8: LHC luminosity parameters for nominal and ultimate running senarios.
y Beam and luminosity lifetimes inlude only nulear proton-proton ollisions in the two
high-luminosity experiments.

3.4.3 LHC performane beyond ultimate

We believe that what is generally onsidered as the ultimate performane is a
limit for beam-beam e�ets. A design for luminosities signi�antly higher should either
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Figure 7: Comparison of beam-beam tune footprints, orresponding to betatron ampli-
tudes extending from 0 to 6�, for regular and Paman bunhes with alternating and
non-alternating rossing planes. LHC on�guration with nominal rossing angle, ultimate
intensity, and two interation points in IP1 and IP5: horizontal-horizontal rossing planes
(regular bunh: rightmost, dashed blue line, Paman bunh: intermediate, dotted ma-
genta line) and vertial-horizontal rossing planes (regular bunh: leftmost, solid red line,
Paman bunh: almost oinident, dashed green line).

have a very di�erent approah (e.g., oasting beams or long super-bunhes) or for onven-
tional bunhed beams should not exeed the beam-beam e�ets de�ned for this ultimate
sheme. The various parameters proposed, suh as smaller ��, shorter bunh spaing,
higher intensity, smaller emittane, et., must be onsistent with a parallel hange of geo-
metrial parameters suh as an inreased rossing angle or rely on yet to be demonstrated
ompensation methods suh as long range ompensation with a pulsed wire.

In no ase should the head-on beam-beam parameter signi�antly exeed a value
of approximately 0.0075 per IP, thus setting limits to parameters suh as emittane and
bunh intensity.
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LHC Projet report in preparation (Deember 2002).
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4 Interation Region Layout
Squeezing the optis to �� = 0:25m reates rather large maximum �-funtions

inside the triplet magnets. Fig. 8 shows the optis funtions in IR5 for the nominal optis
with �� = 0:5m. The peak �-funtion is 4750m. Fig. 9 shows the optis funtions in IR5
for �� = 0:25m where the peak �-funtion has inreased to 9500m.
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Figure 8: The �-funtions right from IP5 for �� = 0:5m.

The aperture of the triplet magnets must provide enough spae to enlose 9 � of
beam envelope per beam, a beam separation of 7:5 �, peak orbit exursions of 3mm,
mehanial toleranes of 1.6mm, a �-beating of 20% and a spurious dispersion orbit of
up to 4mm, yielding an approximate requirement for the triplet diameter Dtrip

Dtrip > 1:1� (7:5 + 2� 9) � � + 2� 8:6mm: (5)

The nominal normalised beam emittane is "n = 3:75�m and the beam size inside the
triplet magnets beomes

� =

s
�
"n

: (6)

For the nominal optis on�guration with �� = 0:5m one obtains a maximum beam size
of � = 1:54mm and the triplet diameter must satisfy

Dtrip(�
� = 0:5m) > 60:4mm (7)

whih is ompatible with the urrent triplet aperture of 60mm. It should be noted here
that the above alulation provides only an approximate estimate for the required magnet
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Figure 9: The �-funtions right from IP5 for �� = 0:25m.

aperture whih is suÆient for the omparison of di�erent triplet layouts in this report.
A preise alulation of the required magnet aperture requires two-dimensional traking
of the beam halo around the mahine [1℄. Furthermore it should be underlined that most
of the long range beam-beam interations our in the drift spae between the triplet
quadrupole magnets left and right from the IP where the minimum beam separation is
muh larger than the 7.5� quoted above (approximately 9.5�).

For an optis on�guration with �� = 0:25m one obtains a maximum beam size
of � = 2:185mm and the triplet diameter must satisfy

Dtrip(�
� = 0:25m) > 78:5mm (8)

whih is no longer ompatible with the urrent spei�ation of the triplet aperture of
60mm. There are three possible solutions to this problem:

{ inrease the triplet magnet diameter,
{ move the triplet magnets loser to the IP,
{ separate the two LHC beams before they enter the triplet magnets (i.e., no beam

separation required inside the triplet magnets).
The �rst option has been disussed in Ref. [2, 3℄. The seond option makes use of the fat
that the �-funtion inreases inside the drift spae left and right from the IP like

�(s) = �� +
(s� sIP)

2

��
: (9)

However, there is not muh spae to move the triplet magnets loser to the IP. On the
ontrary, a luminosity upgrade to L � 1035 m�2 s�1 probably requires a longer TAS
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absorber whih would push the magnets even further away from the IP. In the following
we will disuss the possibility of separating the two LHC beams before they enter the
triplet magnets, as skethed in Fig. 10.

D1

Q1 Q2a Q2b Q3D2TAS

IP

Figure 10: Sketh of a possible IR layout for an LHC luminosity upgrade with separation
dipoles lose to the IP and separated magnet bores inside the triplet magnets.

Separating the two beams before the triplet magnets has two additional bene�ts:
1) it redues the e�etive number of long range beam-beam interations and 2) plaing
the TAS absorber in between the separation-reombination dipole magnets inreases the
eÆieny of the TAS absorber (provided the D1 dipole magnet loated next to the exper-
iments an be operated in the radiation hard environment). It is worthwhile to mention
here that the ombination of TAS and D2 magnet must also ful�l the funtionality of
the TAN (neutral) absorber in order to protet the downstream quadrupole magnets. We
assume that the beam separation an be done via two 11.4m long 15T dipole magnets
(possibly with high temperature superonduting oils). The �rst dipole magnet (D1) is
loated 25.15m away from the IP (i.e., the beginning of the magnet is 19.45m away from
the IP whih is the same distane as the TAS absorber in the urrent LHC V6.4 layout).
Assuming that the entire D1 magnet is made as one module with one ommon aperture
for both beams, it requires a minimum diameter of 120mm at the exit of the magnet. Al-
ternatively the magnet ould onsist of two modules: the �rst being a single bore magnet
and the seond a double bore magnet. The seond dipole (D2, opposite �eld diretion)
is loated 38.35m away from the IP leaving 1.8m drift spae between the two dipole
magnets for the TAS installation. The beam separation at the exit of the D2 magnet is
equivalent to the standard beam separation of the 2-in-1 ar dipole magnets (194mm).
The �rst triplet magnet is a 4.5m long 230T/m quadrupole magnet. The magnet is plaed
48.3m away from the IP (magnet enter), leaving a 2m drift spae between the triplet
quadrupole and the seond dipole magnet for the installation of additional orretor ele-
ments. The seond triplet magnet is an assembly of two 4.5m long 257T/m quadrupoles
whih are plaed at 54.12m and 59.94m from the IP (enter position) leaving approxi-
mately 1.32m drift spae for installation and additional equipment between the Q1 and
Q2a and the Q2a and Q2b quadrupole magnets. The third triplet magnet is a 5.0m long
280T/m quadrupole loated 65.75m away from the IP (enter position) leaving a 1.06m
drift spae for installation between the Q2b and Q3 magnet. The high gradient of the Q3
magnet an be lowered if the magnet length is inreased aordingly. The magnet param-
eters are summarised in Table 9 and Fig. 11 shows the magnet layout and the resulting
opti funtions (the dispersion funtion has not been mathed, whih will require a further
optimisation of the whole insertion layout). The maximum �-funtion inside the triplet
magnets is 18.5 km. The maximum �-funtion inside the mathing setion quadrupole
magnets is approximately 5 km requiring also inreased apertures for these magnets.
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magnet type length diameter range beam separation strength
D1 1 aperture 11.4m 34mm $ 131mm 0 $ 84mm 15T
D2 2-in-1 11.4m 50mm $ 60mm 110mm $ 194mm 15T
Q1 2-in-1 4.5m 60mm $ 70mm 194mm 230T/m
Q2 2-in-1 2� 4:5m 70mm $ 78mm 194mm 257T/m
Q3 2-in-1 5.0m 70mm $ 78mm 194mm 280T/m

Table 9: Magnet parameters for a triplet layout with separated beams inside the triplet
magnets. The beam separation does not inlude the additional separation from the ross-
ing angle bump.
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Figure 11: The �-funtions right from IP5 for �� = 0:25m and separated magnet bores
inside the triplet magnets.

The absene of parasiti beam rossings inside the triplet magnets hanges the
requirement for the mehanial aperture to

Dtrip;sep > 1:1� 2� 9 � � + 2� 8:6mm; (10)

(assuming the same toleranes on the peak orbit exursions, alignment errors, �-beating
and spurious dispersion as for the urrent IR layout). For a maximum �-funtion of
�max = 18:5 km the beam size beomes � = 3:06mm and the minimum required triplet
diameter beomes

Dtrip;sep > 77:8mm: (11)

whih is still slightly smaller than the required aperture in Eq. (8). The 2-in-1 design has
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one more advantage ompared to the nominal layout where both beams pass through the
same aperture. The 2-in-1 triplet design allows for a loal orretion of the integrated
triplet multipole errors. This is not possible for the single aperture design. Indeed, owing
to the antisymmetri optis, the loal � funtions are di�erent for the two beams. For the
ultimate performane with �max > 9 km the triplet �eld quality will beome an important
issue and having the possibility for a loal orretion of the �eld errors might signi�antly
simplify the magnet design and onstrution.
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Figure 12: The horizontal rossing angle orbit right from IP5 for �� = 0:25m and separated
magnet bores inside the triplet magnets.

In order to avoid parasiti head-on interations of the two LHC beams in the
ommon region between the two triplet assemblies left and right from the IP, the insertion
must provide a rossing angle at the IP. The normalised beam separation in the drift spae
is approximately given by

dsep(s)=�(s) � �

s
��

"
; (12)

where � is the total rossing angle, " = "n= the beam emittane and �� the �-funtion at
the IP. For �� = 0:5m a normalised beam separation of 9� requires a total rossing angle
of approximately 290�rad. For �� = 0:25m a normalised beam separation of 9� requires
a total rossing angle of approximately 400�rad. In order to minimise the required triplet
magnet aperture we demand in the following that the rossing angle orbit bump must be
losed before the beam enters the triplet magnets. In the following we assume that the
rossing-angle orbit bump is generated by the D1 and D2 dipole magnets. Fig. 12 shows a
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shemati piture of a horizontal rossing angle orbit bump for the new triplet layout. The
rossing angle orbit bump in Fig. 12 requires an additional deetion angle of 750�rad
at the D1 magnet and 330�rad at the D2 magnet. For a rossing-angle orbit bump in
the horizontal plane the sign of the rossing angle an be hosen suh that the additional
deetion redues the required dipole �eld strength by 10% and 4.5% at the D1 and D2
magnets, respetively. A rossing-angle orbit bump in the vertial plane an be generated
by rotating the D1 and D2 magnets by 5:7Æ and 2:9Æ, respetively, whih redues the
available horizontal �eld strength by less than 1%. In summary it an be onluded that
the rossing angle orbit bump does not impose additional onstraints on the �eld strength
of the D1 and D2 magnets. The main impliation of the above separation sheme is that
it inreases the required aperture of the D1 and D2.

A disussion of rab avities, that would allow operation with signi�antly larger
rossing angles and early separation of the two bunhed beams with a redued dipole
strength (no D1 magnets are required), an be found in Appendix A.1.
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5 Integrated Luminosity
The instantaneous luminosity per bunh is given by

Lb = N2
b �

frev � 
4�"n��

� F; (13)

where Nb is the number of partiles per bunh, frev the revolution frequeny,  the rela-
tivisti Lorentz fator, "n the normalised transverse beam emittane, �� the beta-funtion
at the IP and F a geometrial redution fator due to the rossing angle.

Assuming that eah beam has nb bunhes the total instantaneous luminosity be-
omes

L = nb � Lb: (14)

The following setion disusses the potential gain in the integrated luminosity
one the maximum instantaneous luminosity has been inreased to L = 1035 m�2 s�1.
Estimating the integrated luminosity of a storage ring requires assumptions on the average
turnaround time and the average number of luminosity �lls per year. Having no data
available for an operating LHC mahine we use data from the HERA proton ring operation
as a referene. The HERA proton mahine has approximately the same dynami range in
energy (HERA: 40GeV! 920GeV; LHC: 450GeV! 7000GeV), requires the same time
for the total ramp (approximately 20 minutes for both mahines), has similar values for
the dynami aperture (DA) and the mehanial aperture (MA), and has approximately
the same store length as foreseen for the LHC. The relevant data of both mahine is
summarised in Table 10 (see Ref. [1℄).

HERA LHC
run time 10 h 10 h
ramp time 20min 20min
energy range 23 15.55
DAtraking 11 � 12 �
DAoperation 6� 8 � 6 �y

MA 6 � 7 �

Table 10: Comparison of some HERA and LHC parameters. The MA of the LHC is given
by the aperture of the ollimation system. y The expeted DA for the LHC operation is
based on the experiene that the DA at mahine operation is approximately half of the
minimum DA obtained in numerial traking studies. The LHC traking studies yield a
minimum DA of about 12 �.

Eah proton injetion in HERA requires at least 3 `pilot' shots for the mahine
setup [2℄. We will use the same number for the mahine setup for eah of the two LHC
beams. In addition, the �nal mahine setup in the LHC will be veri�ed with one shot of
nominal beam intensity before the �nal injetion proedure will be started. Thus, in total,
we assume 4 `pilot' shots for the mahine set up of eah LHC beam.

5.1 Minimum Theoretial Turnaround Time
After 10 years of mahine operation, on average, only every third proton injetion

in HERA leads to a suessful proton �ll at top energy [2℄. The average time between
the end of a luminosity run and a new beam at top energy in HERA is approximately
6 h, ompared to a theoretial minimum turnaround time of approximately 1 h. In the
following analysis we onsider two ases for evaluating the integrated mahine luminosity:
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{ Case 1) the minimum theoretial turnaround time of the LHC,
{ Case 2) a turnaround time whih is 6 times longer then the minimum theoretial

turnaround time.
Considering the higher omplexity of the LHC mahine ompared to the HERA mahine
and the fat that the LHC has to be operated with two proton beams, ompared to only
one beam in the HERA mahine, the seond ase is still an optimisti assumption.

Filling the LHC requires 12 yles of the SPS synhrotron and eah SPS �ll requires
3 yles of the PS synhrotron. The SPS and PS yling times are 20 and 3.6 s, respetively,
yielding a total LHC �lling time of approximately 4min per beam. Assuming that eah
LHC aperture requires additional 4 SPS yles for the injetion set up (3 pilot bunhes
and one nominal intensity) and that the LHC operators require at least 2 min to evaluate
the measurements of eah pilot bunh shots and to readjust the mahine settings, the
total (minimum) LHC injetion time beomes

Tinj(LHC) � 16min: (15)

The minimum time required for ramping the beam energy in the LHC from
450GeV to 7000GeV is approximately 20min [3℄. After a beam abort at top energy
it takes also approximately 20min to ramp the magnets down to 450GeV. Assuming a
programmed hek of all main systems of 10min [4℄, one obtains a total turnaround time
for the LHC of

Tturnaround(LHC) � 70min2): (16)

5.2 Luminosity Lifetime
The luminosity lifetime of the LHC is determined by �ve di�erent proesses:

{ beam lifetime limit due to nulear reations,
{ beam size blowup due to intra-beam sattering (IBS),
{ beam size blowup due to rest gas sattering,
{ beam size redution due to synhrotron radiation damping,
{ beam size blowup due to the non-linear beam-beam interations.

The beam lifetime limit due to nulear reations is given by

�nulear =
N0b

kx�nLb
; (17)

where N0b is the initial number of partiles per bunh, L0b the initial luminosity per bunh,
�n the total ross setion for proton-proton ollisions (�n ' 100mb = 10�25 m2), and
kx the number of interation points. In the following we assume two main experimental
insertions for the high luminosity operation of the LHC. The bunh intensity deays like

dNb

dt
= �kx�nLb = �kx�nL0b

N2
b

N2
0b

= � N2
b

N0b�nulear
: (18)

Solving the above equation for Nb(t) and inserting the result into the equation for the
luminosity one obtains

Nb(t) =
N0b

1 + t=�nulear
and L(t) =

L0

(1 + t=�nulear)2
: (19)

2) The LHC `pink book' quotes a minimum turnaround time of 2 h [4℄.
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Note that our de�nition Eq. (17) of �nulear orresponds to the beam intensity halving
time. The luminosity lifetime, orresponding to a redution of the initial luminosity by
a fator 1/e, is given by (

p
e � 1) � �nulear. In order to failitate the summation of the

lifetime ontributions from other e�ets we approximate the luminosity deay due to
nulear interations by an exponential deay3)

L(t) � L0 � e�t=(
p
e�1)��nulear : (20)

Fig. 13 shows a omparison between the exat and the exponential deay.
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Figure 13: Di�erene between the exponential approximation and the exat deay of the
luminosity due to nulear disintegrations, given by Eq. (19), for a luminosity lifetime of
10 h. The horizontal axis shows the run time and the vertial axis the luminosity.

The intra-beam sattering horizontal emittane growth time for a bunh intensity
of 1:05�1011 protons at 7TeV is about 100 h [5℄. Observing that the intra-beam sattering
growth time is proportional to the bunh intensity one obtains �nally:

�x;IBS = 100 h � 1:05� 1011

Nb

: (21)

The rest gas sattering growth time for a bunh intensity of 1:05 � 1011 protons
at 7TeV is 85 h [5℄. Observing that the rest gas sattering growth time is proportional
to the bunh intensity and the number of bunhes one obtains:

�restgas = 85 h � 1:05� 1011 � 2835
Nb � nb

: (22)

Following the argumentation of the LHC `pink book' [4℄ we assume that the radi-
ation damping proess just anels the beam blow up due to the beam-beam interations

3) It is possible to derive analytially the non-exponential luminosity deay aused by nulear interations
and sattering on the rest gas, either with onstant density or with density proportional to the
beam intensity. However no simple analyti expression is available for the ombined e�et of nulear
interations, rest gas sattering, and IBS.
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and get for the �nal luminosity lifetime

1

�lumi
=

1

�x;IBS
+

2

�restgas
+

1:54

�nulear
: (23)

For the nominal bunh intensity of N0b = 1:1�1011 and an initial bunh luminosity
of Lb = 3:53 � 1030 m�2 s�1 in two IP's (Ltot = 1 � 1034 m�2 s�1 for �� = 0:5m) one
obtains

�lumi;nom = 14:8 h: (24)

For an ultimate bunh intensity of N0b = 1:67 � 1011 and an initial bunh luminosity of
Lb = 1:78� 1031 m�2 s�1 (Ltot = 4:54� 1034 m�2 s�1 for �� = 0:25m) one obtains

�lumi;ult = 6:5 h: (25)

5.3 Integrated Luminosity
Integrating the luminosity over one luminosity run yields

Lint = L0 � �lumi � [1� e�Trun=�lumi℄ (26)

where Trun is the total length of the luminosity run.
The overall ollider eÆieny depends on the ratio of the run length and the

average turnaround time. Assuming that the mahine an be operated during 200 days
per year, the total luminosity per year is given by

Ltot =
200 � 24

Trun[h℄ + Tturnaround[h℄
� Lint: (27)

The total luminosity per year attains a maximum if the run time satis�es the following
equation

ln
�
Tturnaround + Trun

�
+ 1

�
=

Trun

�
: (28)

Table 11 presents the optimum run-times for di�erent values of the turnaround
time and the luminosity lifetime.

Tturnaround [h℄
� [h℄ 1 6 10 20
6.5 3 6 9.5 11.5
10 4 9 11.5 15
15 5 12 15 20
19 5.5 13 16.5 22

Table 11: The optimum luminosity run time for di�erent ombinations of luminosity
lifetime � and turnaround time Tturnaround.

Inserting the initial LHC luminosities and the run times from Table 11 into Equa-
tions (26) and (27) and assuming 2835 bunhes one obtains the maximum total luminosity
per year. Table 12 summarises the total luminosity per IP for all luminosity lifetimes and
turnaround times in Table 11 (nb = 2835) assuming an initial luminosity per bunh of
Lbunh;0 = 1:78� 1031 m�2 s�1 (ultimate luminosity for �� = 0:5m).
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Tturnaround [h℄
� [h℄/Lb [m

�2 s�1℄ per IP 1 6 10 20
6:5 524 fb�1 286 fb�1 223 fb�1 149 fb�1

10 575 fb�1 345 fb�1 278 fb�1 193 fb�1

15 618 fb�1 400 fb�1 330 fb�1 241 fb�1

Table 12: The integrated luminosity per year for di�erent ombinations of luminosity
lifetime and turnaround times assuming the ultimate initial luminosity.

Tturnaround [h℄
� [h℄/Lb [m

�2 s�1℄ per IP 1 6 10 20
15 122 fb�1 78 fb�1 65 fb�1 47 fb�1

20 127 fb�1 86 fb�1 72 fb�1 54 fb�1

Table 13: The integrated luminosity per year for the nominal beam parameters and dif-
ferent turnaround times.

Table 13 summarises the total luminosity per IP assuming the nominal initial
luminosity. While the peak luminosity of the ultimate beam parameters and �� = 0:25m
is approximately 5 times larger than the peak luminosity of the nominal LHC mahine the
gain in the integrated luminosity is slightly smaller. Comparing the results in Tables 13 and
12 (ultimate beam parameters Nb = 1:67� 1011) a mahine operation with �� = 0:25m
generates an inrease in the integrated luminosity per year by a fator between 3 and 4,
depending on the mahine turnaround time.
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6 Colletive E�ets
In this setion we review beam-beam, eletron loud, and onventional olletive

e�ets, inluding a novel approah to the optimization of the ollider performane ompat-
ible with the beam-beam limit for high intensity proton bunhes or long `super-bunhes'.
We also disuss the interplay between radiation damping and intra-beam sattering (IBS)
for LHC-II.

6.1 Luminosity and Beam-Beam Tune Shift for Bunhed Beams
The luminosity an be written as

L =
N2

b frepHD

4��x�y
F (29)

where frep denotes the bunh ollision rate, HD is a fator whih desribes the hange in
optis due to the beam-beam interation (dynami beta funtion), and F represents the
luminosity redution by hourglass e�et and rossing angle. For a horizontal rossing, the
luminosity redution fator F is

F =
2

�z
p
�

Z 1

0

exp
�
�
�

z
�z

�2 �
1 + �2

4�2
d

h
1

1+(z=��x)
2

i2��
q
(1 + (z=��x)2) (1 + (z=��y)2)

dz (30)

where �d = �x=�z is the bunh diagonal angle, and � the full rossing angle. We have
assumed that � � 1, so that os � � 1 and sin � � �. If the rms bunh length �z is
muh shorter than the interation-point (IP) beta funtions ��x;y, the formula simpli�es

to F � 1=
q
1 + (�z�=(2�x))2.

The loss in luminosity with inreasing rossing angle is illustrated in Fig. 14 (left).
For 400 �rad rossing angle, Nb = 1:7 � 1011, nb = 2800 bunhes, and �� = 0:25 m, the
luminosity is about 3:5 � 1034 m�2s�1. For 300 �rad rossing angle the luminosity is
4:1� 1034 m�2s�1.

Figure 14: Luminosity (left) and head-on beam-beam tune shifts (right) as a funtion of
rossing angle, for a bunhed beam with ultimate LHC parameters, assumed to be equal
to Nb = 1:7 � 1011, �� = 0:25m, �z = 7:7 m, nb = 2800, �? = 3:75 �m. The left side
also shows the luminosity for �� = 0:5m.
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Assuming that the rossing angle is suÆiently small so that we an approximate
os � � 1, and that the IP beta funtions and emittanes are equal in both planes (��x � ��y
and �x � �y � �) the beam-beam tune shifts for a partile at the enter of the bunh are

�Qx = �Nbrp
2�

1q
�=2�z

Z 1

�1

 
�� +

s2

��

!" 
1

(�� + s2=��) �
+
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2
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#
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�Qy = �Nbrp
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where � denotes the transverse geometri rms emittane and again we have onsidered
a horizontal rossing. The derease in the beam-beam tune shift with rossing angle is
shown in Fig. 14 (right). For 400 �rad rossing angle, Nb = 1:7� 10�11, �� = 0:25m, the
beam-beam tune shifts are about �Qx � �0:0024, and �Qy � �0:0040.

Requiring that the total head-on beam-beam tune shift for two IPs with alternating
rossing, j�Qtotj = j�Qx+�Qyj, is equal to the maximum oneivable value of 0.01, and
onsidering again �� = 0:25m and �x = 424 �rad, the orresponding bunh population
amounts to Nb = 2:7 � 1011 and the assoiated luminosity to L � 8:4 � 1034 m�2 s�1.
However, note that, if unompensated, the additional tune shift due to the long range
ollisions may redue the ahievable luminosity.

6.2 Continuous Beams and Super-bunhes
Assuming equal emittanes and beta funtions in both transverse planes, the lu-

minosity for a ontinuous beam is given by [2℄

L =
�1�2ldet
4��2

0

K

 
ldet
2��

;
���
�0

!
(33)

where

K(�; �) =
1

�

Z �

��

1

1 + u2
exp

"
��2

4

u2

1 + u2

#
du (34)

and � is the full rossing angle, �0 is the minimum spot size at the ollision point, �1;2

the line harge densities. We have again assumed that � � 1.
The e�etive range of the detetor is assumed to be on�ned to the region between

�ldet=2 and ldet=2. Note that for a �nite rossing angle, � � �0�x;y, the e�etive luminous
region does not extend beyond ldet � 10��=�. The integral K(�; �) is de�ned suh that
K(�; �)! 2 for �; � ! 0.

For horizontal rossing, the beam-beam tune shifts are [2, 3℄

�Qx =
2�rpl
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2��
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(35)
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(36)
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where
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and the interation between the two beams is assumed to happen between �l=2 and l=2.
Outside of this range the beams are either separated by a bending magnet, or shielded
from eah other. The distane l ould be muh larger than the e�etive detetor length
ldet. The integrals Ix;y(�; �) are de�ned suh that Ix;y(�; �)! 1 for � ! 0 and all �.

The dependene of luminosity and beam-beam tune shifts on the rossing angle is
illustrated in Fig. 15, where we have assumed a oasting beam urrent of 42A, equal to
the bunh peak urrent for the ultimate LHC-I. This value orresponds to a line density of
� � 8:8�1011 m�1. For 400 �rad rossing angle and �� = 0:25 m, the luminosity is about
3:0�1036 m�2 s�1, and the beam-beam tune shifts are �Qx � 0:056, and �Qy � �0:064.
The sum of the two beam-beam tune shifts of �0:008 is almost aeptable. This may be
the relevant parameter for operation with alternating rossing at two IP's. Assuming a
total inelasti ross setion of 100mbarn, the initial luminosity deay time � = L=(dL=dt)
is about 11 hours. The heat load due to synhrotron radiation for the nominal LHC with
0.56A urrent is about 0.2W/m. For 42A beam urrent, the heat load would inrease to
15W/m.

Figure 15: Luminosity (left) and total beam-beam tune shift (right) as a funtion of
rossing angle, for a ontinuous beam with a line density � = 8:8�1011m�1, �� = 0:25m,
ldet = 1m, l = 40m, and �? = 3:75 �m.

For a larger rossing angle of 1mrad, the luminosity still is about 1:2�1036 m�2 s�1,
while the beam-beam tune shifts derease to �Qx � 0:0090, and �Qy � �0:0122. Fi-
nally, for � = 2mrad, we �nd a luminosity L � 6� 1035 m�2 s�1, and beam-beam tune
shifts �Qx � 0:0023, and �Qy � �0:0038. Therefore, if there are no other onstraints
on the maximum urrent, the oasting beams would allow for a onsiderable inrease in
luminosity.

As for a bunhed beam with onstant number of bunhes, the luminosity urve
sales quadratially with the urrent, and the beam-beam tune shift linearly. For example,
at a 10 times lower average beam urrent of 4A, the beam-beam tune shifts are about
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�0:006 for a rossing angle of 400�rad, and the luminosity then drops to 3�1034 m�2 s�1.
The heat load due to synhrotron radiation is about 1.5W/m.

Higher luminosity an be gained if instead of a ontinuous beam we employ one or
more long `super-bunhes' whih are onstrained by barrier rf bukets on either side, and
only oupy a total fration f of the ring irumferene. The length of the super-bunhes
should be muh larger than the size of the luminous region ldet.

Keeping the total beam urrent onstant, and also limiting the total tune shift
from two interation points j�Qtotj = j�Qx + �Qyj to a value of 0.01, the line density
� and the �lling fator f are uniquely de�ned as a funtion of rossing angle. These
two funtions are displayed in Fig. 16 for a total urrent of 1A. Figure 17 shows the
orresponding luminosity. The luminosity inreases linearly with beam urrent.

Figure 16: Line density for j�Qx + �Qyj = 0:01 (left) and resulting �lling fator f for
Ibeam = 1A (right), vs. rossing angle. The �lling fator inreases linearly with beam
urrent.

Figure 17: Luminosity for j�Qx+�Qyj = 0:01 and Ibeam = 1A vs. rossing angle (left) and
vs. e�etive detetor length ldet for two di�erent rossing angles (right). The luminosity
inreases linearly with beam urrent.
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The beam-beam tune footprint of a super bunh an be obtained from the formula

�Qx;y =

*
�U

�Jx;y

+
�x;y

(38)

where Jx;y denotes the transverse ation variable, the angular brakets an average over the
two angle variables �x and �y, and the potential U for a `Paman' partile enountering
the opposing beam between s0 and l=2 is
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where Ei denotes the exponential integral, Ei(x) =
R x
�1

ex
0

x0
dx0, and

R(s) �
"
(x� �s)

2 + y2

��x;y(s)

#1=2
; (40)

x =
q
2Jx�x(s) os�x; (41)

y =
q
2Jy�y(s) os�y; (42)

�x;y(s) = (��x;y + s2=��x;y): (43)

Equation (39) inludes the dependene on the betatron amplitude and on the longitudinal
position.

Figure 18: Tune footprints for super-bunhes olliding under two di�erent rossing angles:
� = 400 �rad (blue irles) and � = 1mrad (red squares). The points represent the
tune shifts at betatron amplitudes extending from 0 to 6�. Other parameters: � = 8:8�
1011m�1, ��x;y = 0:25m, l = 40m.

Typial tune footprints, obtained by solving Eq. (38) numerially, are displayed in
Fig. 18 onsidering two IPs and two di�erent rossing angles �.
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6.3 Eletron Cloud
Figure 19 shows the simulated average eletron-loud heat load in the ar [4℄ as

a funtion of the bunh population, for the nominal bunh spaing of 25 ns. The sim-
ulation inludes the elasti reetion of low-energy eletrons from the hamber wall,
parametrized aording to Ref. [4℄. The various urves refer to di�erent values of the
maximum seondary emission yield for perpendiular inidene, as indiated. Also shown
is the available ooling apaity of the ryogenis system. It dereases towards higher
bunh harges, due to the inreasing energy deposition from synhrotron radiation and
resistive-wall impedane. The �gure suggests that in order to reah the nominal LHC in-
tensity of 1:1�1011 per bunh, a seondary emission yield lose to 1:1 will be required. In

Figure 19: Average ar heat load and ooling apaity as a funtion of bunh population
Nb, for 25 ns bunh spaing and various values of Æmax. Other parameters are �max =
240 eV, R = 5%, Y = 5%, and elasti eletron reetion is inluded, parametrized by a
Gaussian probability distribution entered at zero primary energies with a peak value of
Æel;E = 0:56 and a standard deviation �el = 52 eV.

Fig. 20 similar results are shown for three di�erent bunh spaings, assuming a onstant
maximum seondary emission yield of Æmax = 1:1. An inrease in the LHC ooling apa-
ity will be required for operation at either ultimate harge per bunh and 25 ns spaing
or nominal harge per bunh and redued spaing. Fig. 21 shows that, even assuming a
higher maximum seondary emission yield of Æmax = 1:3, operation beyond ultimate bunh
intensity is possible with 50 ns spaing. Finally, Fig. 22 displays the simulated ar heat
load as a funtion of the bunh spaing, for the nominal and ultimate bunh populations,
and Æmax = 1:1. The heat load inreases steeply for shorter bunh spaings between 15
and 5 ns.

The heat load for a super-bunh should be muh redued. In the ideal ase of
a oasting beam with onstant line density, an eletron emitted from the wall does not
gain any energy in the stati beam potential, but impinges on the opposing hamber wall
exatly with its initial energy. The latter value is of the order of a few eVs, where the true
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Figure 20: Average ar heat load as a funtion of bunh population for bunh spaings of
12.5 ns, 15 ns, and 25 ns, and a maximum seondary emission yield Æmax = 1:1. Elastially
reeted eletrons are inluded.

Figure 21: Average ar heat load as a funtion of bunh population for bunh spaings of
25 and 50 ns, and a maximum seondary emission yield Æmax = 1:3. Elastially reeted
eletrons are inluded.

seondary emission yield is negligible. Therefore, for a oasting beam the heat load due
to the eletron loud is insigni�ant.

If the beam does not oupy the entire irumferene, but instead onsists of one
or more super-bunhes, eletrons emitted near the end of the bunh may still aquire
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Figure 22: Average ar heat load as a funtion of bunh spaing, for Æmax = 1:1 and various
bunh populations.

energy and multipat. The magnitude of the total heat load in this ase is still muh
smaller than the heat load omputed for many separate short bunhes with idential total
harge. The energy gain of an eletron near the end of the bunh is related to the fall-o�
in line density d�=dt via

dE

dt
� e2

2��0
ln

 
r(t)

b

!
d�

dt
(44)

where r(t) denotes the radial position of the eletron.
Figure 23 displays the simulated average eletron energy deposition per passing

proton and per meter length of beamline as a funtion of the full bunh length, where we
have onsidered a at distribution with a linearly rising and falling edge of 10% eah. For
longer bunhes the heat load per proton dereases learly. Figure 24 shows the simulated
heat load as a funtion of the super-bunh length at onstant luminosity [5℄. This on�rms
the expeted e�etiveness of super-bunhes in suppressing the heat deposition from the
eletron loud.

6.4 Intra-Beam Sattering, Radiation Damping, and Equilibrium
Emittane
Already at the LHC, radiation damping surpasses the intra-beam sattering growth

rate. For post-LHC hadron olliders, synhrotron radiation may deide the hoie of ma-
hine parameters. The energy loss per turn is U0 = CE

4=� where � is the bending radius,
E the beam energy, and C � 4�=3 rA=(mA

2)3 � 0:778 � 10�17 Z2=A4m=GeV3. The
produt of amplitude damping time and partition number is [9℄
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B2E
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(45)

where z labels either plane, and C=(2��) denotes the reiproal of the dipole �lling fator.
The damping time dereases inversely with energy and the square of the dipole �eld.
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Figure 23: Average energy deposition per passing proton as a funtion of the full bunh
length for an LHC dipole magnet, onsidering a onstant at top line density � = 1012m�1

with 10% linearly rising and falling edge.

Figure 24: Simulated heat load in an LHC ar dipole due to the eletron loud as a
funtion of super-bunh length for Æmax = 1:4, onsidering a onstant at top proton line
density of 8�1011 m�1 with 10% linearly rising and falling edges. The number of bunhes
is varied so as to keep the luminosity onstant and equal to 6� 1034 m�2 s�1.

An important onsequene of the synhrotron radiation is the shrinkage of the
beam, whih allows for higher luminosity. The situation di�ers from eletron storage rings
in that the damping times are of the order of hours and not milliseonds. Therefore, the
synhrotron radiation leads to a ontinuous hange of the beam emittane during the
store. If unontrolled, this ould result in growing beam-beam tune shifts, onsequent
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blow-up, halo generation and bakground.
In eletron storage rings, an equilibrium emittane is established as a balane of

quantum exitation and damping. The orresponding normalised emittane is [9℄
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32
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�
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C
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!3

(46)

where ��e = �h=(mA) is the Compton wavelength of the partile (��e � 2:1� 10�16=A m).
We have employed the smooth approximations �x;y � C=(2�Q�), D̂ � �2=� and H �
�3=�2 � �=Q3

� (C=(2��))3. For LHC parameters, the horizontal equilibrium emittane is
several orders of magnitude smaller than the design emittane.

For any reasonable bunh urrent, the equilibrium emittane will not be deter-
mined by quantum utuations, but instead it will result from a balane of radiation
damping and intra-beam sattering. For  � 1, the horizontal emittane growth rate,
1=�x;IBS � 1=�x d�x=dt, due to intra-beam sattering (IBS) is [8℄

1

�x;IBS
� r2ANbAL

16Q��2x;N
p
�
p
�+ 1�z�Æ

(47)

where L (L � 20) denotes a Coulomb logarithm, and � = �y=�x the emittane oupling
ratio.

For  � Q�, the longitudinal growth rate 1=�Æ;IBS � 1=�Æ d�Æ=dt asymptotially
approahes the same value as 1=�x;IBS, and the rms relative momentum spread beomes [8℄

�Æ � Q
3=2
�

q
�x=�; (48)

where we have assumed equal radiation damping in the horizontal and longitudinal
plane. (Otherwise, the momentum spread would be smaller by the additional fatorq
(1� Jp + Jx)=(1 + Jp � Jx), where Jx and Jp are the damping partition numbers.)

Combining (48) with Eqs. (45), (47), and �s = �=
s�Æ (
s is the synhrotron
frequeny), we an solve for the equilibrium emittane [7℄:
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where frf is the rf frequeny and Vrf the total rf voltage.
In a at-beam on�guration, the horizontal and longitudinal emittanes may al-

ready halt their deline, while the vertial emittane �y ontinues to derease, until it
approahes a value ��x, where � is determined by linear oupling and spurious verti-
al dispersion. If one operates on or near the oupling resonane [9℄, the horizontal and
vertial emittanes are approximately equal.

Sine the equilibrium emittane depends on the beam urrent, whih, in ollision,
deays on a time sale omparable to the damping time, no real steady state is established,
and the luminosity lifetime is longer than it would be for onstant emittanes. Figure 25
illustrates the simulated variation of emittanes, beam urrent, beam-beam tune shifts
and luminosity during a 10 h store in LHC-II. The simulation inludes radiation damping,
intra-beam sattering, and partile onsumption in ollisions at two IPs. The maximum
tune shift approahes 0.005. This is only half the peak value reahed at the Tevatron.
Emittane evolution and tune shift exursions ould be further optimized. A onstant
beam-beam tune shift may be maintained, e.g., by varying the damping partition numbers
and the IP beta funtions during the store.
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Figure 25: Dynami hanges during a store in a 28-TeV LHC-II for the parameters on-
sidered in Ref. [7℄, and damping partition numbers Jx = Jy = 1, Js = 2; emittanes
(top left), beam urrent (top right), beam-beam tune shifts (bottom left), and luminosity
(bottom right) vs. time [7℄.

6.5 Conventional Colletive E�ets

6.5.1 Coherent Synhrotron Tune Shift

If the oherent synhrotron tune shift exeeds the tune spread due to the rf urva-
ture, Landau damping is lost for higher-order longitudinal modes. Introduing the e�etive
impedane (ZL=n)e� and harmoni number hrf the ondition for stability is [10, 11℄

�z � C
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"
�3

6

Nbfreve

h3
rfVrf

Im
�
ZL

n

�
e�

#1=5
: (50)

If synhrotron radiation damping redues the rms bunh length, the beam ould beome
unstable during the store. An example for the LHC-II parameters is shown in the left
piture of Fig. 26. Assuming an e�etive impedane of Im(ZL=n)e� � 0:1 
, similar to
the present LHC value, Landau damping is lost after about 3 hours. One approah of
maintaining a bunh length above the threshold is longitudinal exitation using `pink
noise' [13℄. The bunh-length evolution for suh senario is shown on the right.
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Figure 26: Evolution of the rms bunh length during a store in a 28-TeV LHC-II ompared
with the threshold values for loss of Landau damping, Eq. (50) and for longitudinal
mirowave instability [11℄, for the same parameters as in Fig. 25 (left) and when after
3 hours noise is added to maintain a onstant value �L � 0:104 eVs (right) [7℄.

6.5.2 Longitudinal Mirowave Instability

The ondition of stability against longitudinal mirowave instability is [10, 11, 12℄
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This is safely ful�lled as illustrated in Fig. 26.

6.5.3 Transverse Mode Coupling

The threshold bunh urrent for the transverse mode oupling instability is given
by [10℄

Ithrb � 8�QsE=e
��Im(Zt)e�

�z
C

(52)

where Qs is the synhrotron tune, and Im(Zt)e� the sum of the broadband and low-
frequeny transverse e�etive impedane. Its value has been estimated as [10℄

N thr
b � 5:9� 1011 (53)

at injetion, and more than twie this value at top energy. In addition, we note that TMCI
has rarely been observed for proton beams, presumably due to spae-harge e�ets, whih
are still large at injetion into the LHC, but may be less important in ase of injetion at
higher energy into LHC-II.

6.5.4 Resistive Wall Instability

At injetion, oupled-bunh instabilities driven by the resistive wall are also a
onern [10, 12℄. The resistive wall growth rate is

��1
w =

rp ��NbnbF!

Z0b3

s
�0�w

�C(n�Q)
(54)

where Z0 is the vauum impedane, and b the hamber radius. The penetration fator F!

desribes the e�et of a beam sreen onsisting of two layers, an inner thin opper layer
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of thikness t and an outer thik stainless steal layer of thikness t0. The fator is given
by F! = Re[(1 + i)�℄ with [10, 12℄

� =
f + �relf

0

1 + �relff 0 (55)

with �rel =
q
�0=� and

f(Æ; t) =
1� exp[�2(1 + i)t=Æ℄

1 + exp[�2(1 + i)t=Æ℄
(56)

where Æ =
q
2�=(�0!) is the skin depth, � the resistivity of the inner layer, and �0 that

of the outer layer. At the LHC, the e�etive hamber radius is b � 19mm, and the skin
depths in opper at 20K and stainless steel are ÆCu � 0:1mm, and Æss � 6:2mm. The
resistivities are �Cu � 5:5� 10�10 
m, and �ss � 7:1� 10�7 
m.

Some of these numbers have been revised by D. Brandt and L. Vos. Also the
LAWAT ode [14℄ an be used.

Assuming (n�Q) � 0:25 and the above values of resistivities and thiknesses, for
nominal LHC parameters, the growth rate (54) at injetion evaluates to about 30 ms, or
roughly 300 turns. If we double the number of bunhes, and inrease the bunh population
by a fator 1:6 the rise time dereases to about 100 turns. The transverse feedbak must
then be able to at on this time sale.

6.5.5 Tune Shift Variation for Partially Filled Ring

The magneti image Laslett tune shift may vary along the bunh train for a par-
tially �lled ring, due to a leakage of the a magneti �eld [10℄. Also the �nite resistive wall
will ause a oherent or inoherent tune variation [15, 16, 17℄. These e�ets are estimated
to be small.

6.5.6 Inoherent Tune Shift due to Colletive Fields

The Laslett tune shifts due to the d image urrents in the magnet poles are [18℄

�Qy = ��Qx = �rpNbnbC

48b2Q
(57)

where Q is the betatron tune, and b the e�etive magneti dipole gap half height. For
nominal LHC parameters, and taking b � 19mm, this inoherent tune shift is about 0.02.
If we double the number of bunhes, and inrease the bunh harge by a fator 1:6 the
tune shift beomes 0.06{0.07. This ould ause two types of problems [18℄: (1) a redution
of the dynami aperture by the nonlinear image �elds, and (2) resonane rossing of the
oherent tunes for the multi-bunh modes.

6.5.7 Toushek Sattering at Ultimate Intensity

The oasting beam omponent generated by Toushek sattering for the nominal
LHC parameters was disussed in Ref. [19℄. The name Toushek e�et [20℄ refers to a
partile-partile ollision within a bunh, by whih so muh energy is transferred from
transverse into longitudinal phase spae, that the sattered partiles leave the stable rf
buket. Sine it is aused by a partile-partile ollision, the loss rate due to Toushek
sattering is quadrati in the bunh population, namely

dNb

dt
= ��N2

b : (58)
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The number of partiles outside the rf buket inreases as

Noast =
�N0t

1 + �N0t
N0 (59)

where N0 = Nb(0) denotes the initial bunh population.
For round beams, a Toushek lifetime formula was derived by Miyahara [21℄. After

orreting his formula by a fator of two, the Toushek sattering rate is

�rd =
�r20
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with
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For a round beam, Miyahara's expression gives results onsistent with a formula derived
by Piwinski for arbitrary aspet ratio [22, 23℄. Ignoring the ontribution from dispersion
Piwinski's expression reads

�piw =

*
r20

8�2�z�x�y
~F (�m; B1; B2)

+
(62)

where the brakets denote the average over the whole irumferene, and
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with I0 the modi�ed Bessel funtion, � = tan2 �, �m =
p
artan �m, �m = �2�2 (� is the

relativisti fator),
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and
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: (65)

For a double rf system with voltages V̂1 and V̂2 operating at harmoni numbers h1
and h2, the rf energy aeptane � provided by this double rf system is omputed as

� �
�
�E

E

�
max

=

 
2e

��E0

"
V̂rf;1

h1
+

V̂rf;2

h2

#!1=2

; (66)

where � denotes the momentum ompation fator.
Beam parameters for the nominal LHC at injetion and at top energy are listed

in Table 14. The rf parameters are taken from Ref. [24℄.
In ase of the LHC, the round beam estimate, Eq. (60), evaluates to �rd � 5:0�

10�19 s�1 at injetion, and �rd � 2:0 � 10�19 s�1 at 7 TeV. From Piwinski's formula,
Eq. (62), we obtain similar numbers: �piw � 5:3� 10�19 s�1 and �piw � 2:1� 10�19 s�1,
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respetively. Thus, using N0 = 1:7 � 1011 and Eq. (59), oasting beam is produed at a
rate per proton of 3� 10�4 hr�1 during injetion and 1:3� 10�5 hr�1 at top energy.

One the protons are outside of the buket, they lose energy due to synhrotron
radiation. This energy loss amounts to dÆ=dt � �2:8� 10�9 s�1 at 450 GeV and dÆ=dt �
�1:0 � 10�5 s�1 at 7 TeV [25℄. If the ollimators provide an energy aperture of 3:9 �
10�3 [26℄, a sattered proton is lost after about �loss � 390 hours at injetion or after
�loss � 6:5 minutes at top energy, respetively. While the energy drift due to synhrotron
radiation is unimportant at injetion, in ollision it gives rise to a steady-state oasting
beam fration of �piwN0�loss � 1:4� 10�5.

variable symbol value (inj.) value (top) rf upgrade
rms horizontal beam size �x 883 �m 220 �m 220 �m
rms vertial beam size �y 883 �m 220 �m 220 �m
rms bunh length �z 130 mm 77 mm 38.5 mm
average beta funtion �x;y 100 m 100 m 100 m
momentum ompation fator � 0.000325 0.000325 0.000325
beam energy E 450 GeV 7000 GeV 7000 GeV
number of proton bunhes nb 2800 2800 2800
number of protons per bunh Nb 1:7� 1011 1:7� 1011 1:7� 1011

revolution time T0 800 �s 800 �s 800 �s
transverse emittane (1�) �x;y 7.8 nm 0.5 nm 0.5 nm
relativisti fator  480 7461 7461
bunh volume V 4515 mm3 166 mm3 83 mm3

rms unorrel. trans. momentum Æq 0.00424 0.0171 0.0171
in units of m0

1st rf voltage V̂rf;1 750 kV 16000 kV 43000 kV

2nd rf voltage V̂rf;2 3000 kV 0 kV 16000 kV
1st harmoni number h 35640 35640 106920
2nd harmoni number h 17820 17820 35640
energy aeptane � 0:88� 10�3 0:34� 10�3 0:49� 10�3

Table 14: LHC parameters at injetion and top energy for ultimate parameters, and for
the moderate upgrade.
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Part II

Hardware omponents and injetors

7 Superonduting magnets
7.1 Panorama of High Field Aelerators Magnets

The peak �eld in the oil is limited by superondutor performane. Niobium tita-
nium (NbTi) is the pratial superondutor from whih all aelerator magnets are built
today. It is a very good engineering material, being strong, easy to draw and maintains
its qualities when bent through sharp angles, but annot be used in �elds above about
10T. At present the only pratially developed superondutor apable of onsiderable
transport urrent in �elds beyond 10T is niobium tin (Nb3Sn), but being very brittle this
is a muh more diÆult material to use for magnets. For omparison the ritial surfaes
of NbTi and of Nb3Sn are shown in Fig. 27.

Figure 27: Critial Surfae of NbTi (left) and of Nb3Sn (right).

R&D on Nb3Sn magnets progressed very slowly in the nineties. In pratie after
the termination at the beginning of the deade of the CERN and BNL Nb3Sn programmes
(dipoles of about 10T [1℄ and 8.5T [2℄, respetively), only two projets were pursued: one
at the University of Twente (UT) [3℄, in ollaboration with CERN, the other at LBNL [4℄.
Both projets made use of Nb3Sn strands made into a at \Rutherford" able. The UT
magnet was the �rst dipole to break soundly the \10T" barrier, in 1995, passing 11T at
the �rst quenh and reahing its limit at 11.5T � 4.2K, near its short sample limit. Then
in 1997 the LBNL dipole D20 reahed 12.8T � 4.2K and 13.5T � 1.8K (with urrent
densities of half those available today!). This is still the reord �eld for an aelerator-
type magnet. However, D20 was plagued by very long training and some of the tehniques
employed (four layers, pre-stressing obtained by winding a rope, et.) would not be easy
to adopt for a large prodution of long magnets. All suh magnets built to date were
short models having full size ross setion. In the same period studies were arried out at
INFN-LASA and CEA, Salay on a seond generation of LHC low-beta quadrupoles. At
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LASA the work, whih was later on arried out jointly with LBNL, aimed to design and
build a model [5℄, based on Nb3Sn under development in Italy. The CEA-Salay projet
was oriented initially to tehnologial development and subsequently to the design of
quadrupoles for LHC or Tesla [6℄.

At present four laboratories in the U.S., three in Europe and one in Japan are
pursuing the study of high �eld magnets for aelerators, the most vigorous e�ort being
in the U.S.

1. LBNL. It is the entre for the development of pratial SC material for applia-
tion in the �eld of HEP in the US. In addition it has its own high �eld magnet
programme, pursuing presently the line of the so-alled Common Coil (CC) with
the Wind and Reat (W&R) tehnique. In May 2001 a basi model magnet of this
type reahed 14.5T in a 25mm aperture. A onsiderable e�ort is now being put
into the testing of design onepts in dediated small oils for fast turn around.

2. FNAL. The superonduting magnet group has been reonstituted over the last
�ve years. Fermilab is pursuing several di�erent lines:
(a) An 11-11.5T lassial os# design, as being the most probable andidate for

a future VLHC. This hoie of a moderately high �eld is based on a study
of the mahine problems, in partiular the synhrotron radiation, and ost
optimization of a new mahine, inluding the tunnel.

(b) A 10-11T Common Coil design manufatured with the R&W tehnique. If
this design an be made to work, avoiding damage to the fragile Nb3Sn, it
has potential for bringing down ost with respet to the os # design.

() High gradient and large aperture quadrupoles for LHC low-beta triplet up-
grade (up to 240T/m in a 90mm bore) [7℄.

(d) R&D on ondutor and ables.
3. BNL. The laboratory ontinues to experiment with high �eld magnets based on

both Nb3Sn and High Temperature Superonduting (HTS) material. Having suf-
fered in the past with the problems of R&W Nb3Sn os# oils it was at the origin
of the CC design and a small design team works to solve the problems of this
design with regard to �eld quality.

4. Texas A&M University. This laboratory has been onentrating on a blok oil
using so-alled stress management to limit the loal fores on the Nb3Sn ondutor.
This design, proposed earlier and then overshadowed by the CC design, is now
attrating renewed interest. Although it appears that the ondutor is less sensitive
to stress than previously believed, suh tehniques may be neessary for very high
�elds, and espeially for magnets with small bores.

In omparison the e�ort elsewhere is at present rather modest:
1. The University of Twente (UT), in ollaboration with CERN is building a large

bore (88mm) model 10T dipole, using W&R Nb3Sn. If suessful it may open
the door to possible use of shorter separation dipoles in the LHC. It uses on-
dutor supplied by SMI, a Duth ompany developing Nb3Sn with the promising
Powder In Tube (PIT) tehnique. The most reent ahievement is J in exess of
2000A/mm2 � 12T and 4.2K with a very attrative �lament size of 20�m. The
strand is abled by LBNL.

2. INFN-LASA stopped the low-beta quadrupole projet a few years ago in order to
onentrate on detetor magnets. The Italian ompany developing the material,
Nb3Sn via the ITD (Internal Tin Di�usion) route, also stopped the ativity in this
setor after having ahieved a reord urrent of 1950A/mm2 � 12T and 4.2K, as
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measured at LASA in 1998. Some ativity is restarting on new HTS materials.
3. CEA-Salay is still pursuing the quadrupole models on a longer time sale than

originally planned and meanwhile is developing speial insulating tehniques. The
projet is based on ITD Nb3Sn being developed by a Frenh ompany. In its
present phase the CEA program is more aimed at assessing tehnial feasibility
and learning the tehnology and the ondutor than at reahing high peak �eld.

4. KEK together with the National Researh Institute for Metals (NRIM) in Japan is
investigating the possibility of using Nb3Al as an alternative to Nb3Sn, for use in
high performane magnets suh as ould be needed for an LHC insertion upgrade.
This material, produed by the tehnique of rapid quenhing, is less sensitive to
stress than Nb3Sn.

CERN is involved to a greater or lesser degree in all of these latter studies. Its large
team of experts is however fully oupied with the huge number of magnets for the LHC
projet, and will only be able to invest signi�ant e�ort in R&D for high �eld magnets
when this work is suÆiently advaned and when new funds beome available.

7.2 Quadrupoles for an LHC luminosity upgrade
The last INFN-LASA design exerise was for a 70mm bore quadrupole, like the

present LHC inner triplet, with a 300T/m design gradient � 1.9K, some 25% inrease
over the NbTi quadrupoles being provided by Fermilab and KEK. All the main issues were
addressed in some detail, inluding stability against seondary radiation and protetion
in ase of quenh. These points are not trivial, beause Nb3Sn requires impregnation,
reduing the advantage of superuid as oolant, and the very high urrent density puts
severe onstraints on safety for long magnets. No major obstales were found and the
same design saled with the present J performane should ahieve the same goal, namely
300T/m��70mm, but � 4.5K.

The LASA design work led to the postulation of a relatively simple saling law [5℄, a
revised version of whih is shown in Fig. 28. In this �gure the Joverall (i.e. the "engineering"
urrent density that gives the �eld), is derived by taking the best J (the non-opper
urrent density) of 2800A/mm2 reently measured in the US on Nb3Sn short samples,
and by onsidering strands with 50% opper ontent, a 89% able ompation fator, and
some 175�m turn-to-turn insulation (parameters just reahable today).

The saling law presented indiates that the maximum gain with Nb3Sn properties
is for larger apertures rather than for the very high urrent density required for small
apertures. In fat, for apertures of less than 65mm NbTi is probably suÆient sine very
high gradients, almost 280T/m an be reahed with this material (albeit at � 1.9K).
A possible advantage of Nb3Sn for a small aperture is that very high gradients of 300-
350T/m, and may be up to 400T/m��50mm, an be reahed at 4.5K, rather than
at superuid helium temperature, with potential bene�ts in terms of ryogeni load.
However, although a higher luminosity LHC will be ryogenially very demanding, the
power density is suh that removing the heat from the oil may still have to rely on the
large thermal ondutane of superuid helium.

With its large aperture, the option of 200/240T/m (operation/design) ��90mm
proposed reently by Fermilab [7℄ for a possible low-beta triplet quadrupole, is ertainly
reasonable and still larger apertures may be reahable in the future without ompromising
the gradient. Besides providing adequate spae for the beam envelope with redued ��, this
might also be useful to avoid too large a heat deposition from radiation in the upgraded
inner triplet (by opening the quads to let the radiation through, to be absorbed at room
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Figure 28: Approximate saling law to determine possible gradient/aperture options with
respet to atual best Nb3Sn ritial urrent density. The limiting urrent is based on J
of 2800A/mm2 � 12T, 4.2K, 50% opper, and approximately 30% of voids and insulation
in the oils.

temperature in less suseptible regions).

7.3 Dipoles and Quadrupoles for an Energy Upgrade (the Super-LHC
option)
The most optimisti senario would foresee dipole magnets with an operating �eld

of 15T, with about 2T margin, i.e. having a maximum �eld of 17T. This would bring the
ollision energy up from about 15TeV, ultimately possible in the present LHC, to nearly
25TeV. It is not totally unrealisti to think of this if we onsider that the Common Coil
dipole of LBNL has reently reahed 14.5T, and that the performane of the best Nb3Sn
ondutor has improved by about 20% in the two years sine ondutor was supplied for
this test.

With superonduting magnets it is important to on�ne the dynami range as
muh as possible. Ideally, a fator 3 between injetion and at top energy would niely
ontain the detrimental dynami e�ets in able and magnets, and would limit the need
for non-linear orretors. If we suppose that 15T magnets will be available in due ourse
for the S-LHC ring, we should also study appropriate shemes for the aelerator hain.
A non-exhaustive list of possibilities may read as follows:

1. To use the present LHC to boost the energy from 450GeV to about 6TeV. This
would allow operation at 4.5K, reduing the absorbed ooling power). The S-LHC
ring will ramp from 6 to 15T. As the two (four, in fat) rings would have to share
the same tunnel, the problem of spae may rule out this option. Probably the only
way would be to hange the present ryostat (whose values is less than 10% of the
total ost of the ryomagnet system) and put the LHC dipole old masses together
with those of the S-LHC in a ommon insulating vauum vessel. Problems would
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inlude that of getting the sti� beams from the LHC to the S-LHC.
2. To double the present injetion energy from the SPS ring. Filling the SPS tunnel

with 4T superonduting dipoles, re-atualizing the Super-SPS projet (see next
paragraph), would inrease the injetion energy from SPS to 1TeV. The LHC
ring would then be replaed by the S-LHC ring. Although large, the energy swing
of about 12 should be ompared with 14 for the present LHC (16 for ultimate
performane). Problems would inlude a new transfer line and dealing with the
dynami range whih would be very hard to ope with, at least for the present
high performane Nb3Sn, whih has e�etive �lament diameters of around 60�m.

3. Use the present SPS as injetor, as for the LHC, at 450GeV, and introdue two
low �eld (2 to 2.5T) boosters in the LHC tunnel to injet into the S-LHC at about
2 TeV. This would at least partially alleviate the problems ited above. How to
house all this equipment in the LHC tunnel is another matter. An idea suggested by
Gupta would be to have one single magnet struture whih allows aelerating the
beam in a low �eld hannel to about 2TeV, from whih the beam is injeted into
the high �eld hannel for �nal aeleration up to about 13TeV. Suh a system has
already been studied at BNL in the framework of the Common Coil development
and the VLHC. Of ourse this idea would need a ritial appraisal for the highly
onstrained ase of the S-LHC. It is not even obvious that the CC approah is
the orret one. The simpliity of making the four hannels separate, albeit in the
same vauum vessel, is also highly appealing. In this senario nothing is used of
the present LHC, exept possibly some of the power and ryogenis infrastruture.
But it does have the merit of leaving unhanged the injetion hain.

7.4 Super-SPS
The option of an S-SPS alls for a lear expression of interest from the point of

view of aelerator physis. It has been suggested that suh an option may allow:
1. A diret luminosity inrease in the present LHC (e.g., if the beam intensity or

quality is limited due to diÆulties in the ontrol of �elds due to persistent ur-
rents).

2. Injetion diretly into the S-LHC at something approahing a reasonable energy.
It may be possible to install a pulsed SC ring on top of the existing SPS mahine (see
Fig. 29), although some reative solution would be needed to bypass the existing 200MHz
RF system.

This option would require moderately fast ramping SC magnets. Many problems
have to be faed, suh as AC losses, heat removal, �eld quality during ramping, et.
These problems are however already the subjet of serious studies [8℄ and solutions an
be envisaged. The R&D ould be shared with other laboratories (e.g., GSI ramped super-
onduting synhrotron for Heavy Ions projet, Thermonulear Fusion projets). A ramp
rate of 0.2T/s, i.e. a ramping time of less than 20 s for the SPS is ertainly feasibly. The
real hallenge is to stay within a small budget (150MCHF?), in order to beome already
appealing for the LHC in the medium term. Of ourse the low �eld (4-4.5T) suggests the
adoption of very eonomial tehniques to build magnets (plasti ollars, minimum yoke
size, et. . . ). Some innovative solution ould be explored to redue dramatially the risk
and the ost of Rutherford ables, e.g., to use heap standard NMR superondutor, with
several wire powered independently to reate the desired �eld shape during ramp (thus
orreting dynami e�ets). The moderate size of the magnets also makes onstrution
aessible to a muh wider range of ompanies than the present LHC dipoles, with the
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Figure 29: Shemati layout of the SPS tunnel ross setion (ourtesy G. Arduini).
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likely bene�t of a normally ompetitive market situation. The possibility of having the
magnets of the Tevatron or HERA, should they beome available, ould also be explored.

It would also be neessary to install a superonduting transfer line from the S-
SPS to the LHC or S-LHC. For this one ould possibly make use of the low �eld eonomy
design (Pipetron) reently developed at Fermilab for the initial phase of the VLHC. These
are very interesting superferri magnets, exited by a single superonduting line arrying
80-100 kA. With the advent of HTS (power transmission lines are among the �rst major
appliations of HTS) this line might even be ooled using liquid nitrogen, whih would
simplify the ryogenis.

It should be noted that although the S-SPS may not, tehnologially speaking,
be the most hallenging exerise, it is nevertheless outside the mainstream of present
development work that is more foused on high �eld. It would all for innovative tehniques
to render the magnet system heap and reliable and would therefore require the setting up
of a dediated team. Before embarking on suh a programme it would have to be shown
that the bene�ts for aelerator physis would be worth the investment.

7.5 R&D Program for SC Materials and Magnets
For the LHC upgrade, we need a serious and vigorous R&D program in two steps.

I. For the luminosity upgrades ertainly the fous is for quadrupoles whih perform
20-40% better than the ones presently under onstrution, either in terms of aper-
ture or gradient (most likely the former) in order to provide spae for the beams
in the inner triplet when �� is redued to 0.25m. Dipoles with large bore and high
�eld are also desirable in that they ould lead to improvements in the layout of
the region. As previously mentioned a few programmes addressing these issues are
ongoing (UT, separation dipoles, CEA, quadrupoles) or are about to be started
(Fermilab, quadrupoles). Our goal might be reahed by endorsing these programs
and by ollaborating in the development to ensure that the projets satisfy the
preise LHC upgrade needs. The best of the present Nb3Sn, would already sat-
isfy the requirement for urrent density, but needs further development foused on
smaller �lament size. Cost should not be a ruial issue for suh magnets, given
the limited number. An intermediate solution [9℄ would onsist of using weaker
but longer, larger aperture NbTi quadrupoles, taking advantage of the spae freed
by using a shorter, high �eld, large aperture beam separation dipole D1. The tar-
get for suh a programme is to omplete the R&D by about 2007, to build long
magnets in 2008-2011, to be installed in the aelerator after �ve years of running
with the initial magnet system.

II. For the Energy upgrade a muh vaster e�ort is needed, and a longer time sale
has to be envisaged. At least 10 years of vigorous development are needed, and
an ambitious target would be the prodution of realisti short models working at
15 T operational �eld by 2012, the engineering of long prototypes by 2015, and
the ompletion of e�etive onstrution by about 2020.

In partiular, some of the subjets that need to be addressed are as follows:
1. Materials. Nb3Sn is at present the only viable hoie, as it requires only a rela-

tively minor development in term of J (mainly optimizing it at high �eld rather
than at 12T as is done now). The most diÆult point is obtaining this urrent
density (3000A/mm2 � 12T or equivalently 1500A/mm2 � 15T, 4.2K) together
with aeptable �lament size. Dipoles �ll 20 km of the 27 km of the tunnel and
�lament size beyond 20-25�m may be impossible to orret. For large sale use
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the proess has to be tuned to redue the ost substantially; this will require sig-
ni�ant development e�ort. It has also to be veri�ed that the magneti fores in
a 15T magnet an be handled in suh a way as to avoid damaging the ondutor.
Given the time sale, the use of other superondutors should also ontinue to be
explored:
(a) Nb3Al. This material, whih has only yet been produed on a laboratory

sale, is superior to Nb3Sn as regards strain dependene. The work at LBL
has shown that Nb3Sn is less sensitive to strain than was originally thought,
but its use at higher �elds may lead to requiring ompliated and possibly
expensive stress management tehnology, whih ould be avoided if Nb3Al
tehnology were to beome available. It would be wise to invest some devel-
opment e�ort on this material, at least for speial appliations.

(b) Bi-2223 or Bi-2212. Of all HTS materials Bi-2223 is by far the most developed.
It is not suitable for our appliation at present, due to too small overall J in
the interesting range (below 16T), and beause its tape form is not adapted
for large urrent with very high �lling fator (although the Common Coil
may have an advantage over the other design in this respet). The Bi-2212
material has harateristis that are muh better suited for our purpose, and
LBL, in ollaboration with Showa, has produed lengths of Rutherford able
whih are being inorporated into test windings at BNL. This e�ort is worth
intensifying.

() YBCO, where the biggest e�ort of the HTS ommunity is onentrated at
present beause of its promising properties at 77K, may be an interesting
andidate for a moderate �eld assoiated with potentially heap ryogenis
(e.g., S-SPS dipoles). That is if the materials sientists sueed in passing
from 10 m long samples to km long units at eonomial ost (at the moment
the diÆulties assoiated with the deposition tehnique required to obtain
high performane do not inspire on�dene).

(d) MgB2: this reently disovered material has two advantages:
i. It is intrinsially very heap.
ii. It has a potential appliation for low �eld (< 5T) at a temperature of

20K, as shown in Fig. 30. This ould make the material appealing for
an appliation in the small LHC tunnel, where ooling at 20K would
onsume less power and may require less spae.

2. Magnet Design and Winding Tehnology. Only the W&R tehnique an be
used for the os# design. Here the problems of insulation are severe (the oil has
to be heat treated at about 650C for between one and two weeks). The magnet
struture is well known, although probably diÆult to push up to the 15-16T
range. Indeed this struture requires in priniple a strong azimuthal prestress that
goes aording to B2. Considering that Nb3Sn is sensitive to transverse stress this
is a major onern for the os# layout. Experimentally demonstrated strain sen-
sitivity is less important than expeted, however, and a 15T os # dipoles would
require `only' 35% more azimuthal prestress than that required by the LBNL
D20. Apart from prestress, the hallenge of this design is to devise new wind-
ing/ollaring/assembly and heat treatment tehniques from whih to derive eo-
nomial solutions.
(a) The Common Coil design, see Fig. 31, an be pursued both with the W&R

tehnique and, given the large radius of urvature at the ends, with the R&W
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Figure 30: Critial urrent for Low T superondutors and ryogeni temperatures
(D. Larbalestiers, CERN Aademi Training Letures).

tehnique. It will require a thorough understanding of the possible problems
of �eld quality and proposals for solutions. It is also intrinsially less eÆient
(the same ampere-turns generate less entral �eld than in os# oils), and
therefore requires more expensive superondutor (whih will be expensive).
It is nevertheless very attrative beause it is potentially less ostly both in
winding (at oils) and assembly, than the os # design, and the problem of
prestress is less severe. The additional ost of ondutor ould be more than
ompensated if the R&W tehnique proves to be feasible.

Figure 31: Sketh of the Common Coil design for a double aperture dipole magnet. The
oils ouple the two apertures and an be at (no diÆult ends). The radius of urvature
at the ends is more than 100 mm.

(b) Other oil blok on�gurations might present some advantage, both for dipoles
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and for quadrupoles. For dipoles the lower stresses and simpliity of winding
are appealing. For quadrupole it is easy to see how one ould reah high gra-
dients with suh geometries, albeit at the expense of dereasing greatly the
ondutor eÆieny. It is essential to ontinue to explore these possibilities.

() The problem of multipole orretion in magnet systems using ondutors with
large �lament sizes also merits further study.

3. The Cryomagnet as part of the wider system. An inrease in �eld implies
an inevitable rise of the synhrotron radiation level, that sales as the forth power
of the beam energy. The need to remove this power will neessarily impat on the
design of the magnets. Some material may require a less onerous ryogeni system.
The studies on material and magnet tehnology must therefore be aompanied
by parallel R&D on the full aelerator system inluding magnets, ryogenis and
vauum, not to mention aelerator physis. Examples of global approah an be
found in studies for the Eloisatron [10℄ and VLHC [11℄.

7.6 Conlusions
The tehnology to upgrade the luminosity via an improvement of the low-beta

triplet is ertainly diÆult but is at hand. Given the limited number of magnets the ost
should not be too big an issue and there is a general onsensus that a os# type design
would largely suÆe for the sope. With a well-foused program it should be possible to
ahieve this goal in a few years. For the energy upgrade a goal of an operating �eld of
15 T is extremely ambitious, being higher that the present reord �eld for aelerator-like
dipoles, and will require a large-sale targeted R&D e�ort. It may just be possible within
a ten-year time frame to aumulate suÆient knowledge and experiene to make a sound
projet proposal for a S-LHC. One of the most diÆult hallenges will be to make it at
reasonable ost, less than 5 kEuro/(double)T.m say, inluding ryogenis, to be ompared
with about 4.5 kEuro/(double)T.m for the present LHC.
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8 Vauum e�ets
The LHC vauum system is designed to meet the requirements for ultimate ma-

hine parameters. Nevertheless, it is assumed that an extended running-in period of a few
years with beams may be required to redue the dynami outgassing phenomena, mainly
the yields for photon, ion and eletron stimulated gas desorption ompatible with the
dynami pressure requirement. Apart from eletron stimulated desorption, whih is the
primary manifestation of the eletron loud and of beam indued multipating (BIM), all
vauum related e�ets depend on the average beam urrent I rather than on the bunhed
struture of the beam. From past experiene, e.g., the room temperature LEP vauum
system, it is known that initial yields an be redued by several orders of magnitude
within a few months of operation [1℄. For ryogeni vauum systems the orresponding
experiene from laboratory tests is more limited and based on observation times equiva-
lent to a few days of LHC operation only. Nevertheless, from the existing data one an
onlude that while the room temperature photon stimulated desorption yield dereases
with photon dose at least as D�0:6, the few ryogeni measurements suggest an exponent
loser to 0.3 for the LHC. Extrapolations to muh larger photon doses are neessary to
predit the LHC performane at ultimate onditions. Laboratory measurements of the
eletron stimulated desorption yield indiate a behaviour similar to the photons. Here
again, data at ryogeni temperature and for signi�ant eletron doses are few or missing.
The ion stimulated desorption yield (at the origin of the ISR-type pressure instability)
has been measured in the laboratory at room temperature and at ryogeni temperature
for some gas speies. Unfortunately these yields and their evolution during the operation
of the LHC are very poorly known. For this reason, the LHC vauum design assumes
that the ion stimulated desorption remains onstant during operation and the system has
been designed so that the vauum stability riterion �Iultimate < �Irit is met even under
pessimisti assumptions for the ion indued desorption yield.

8.1 Synhrotron radiation indued desorption
In the old ars of the LHC the instantaneous dynami pressure rise due to syn-

hrotron radiation indued gas desorption is given by [2℄

�P = �(")
1

S

dN

ds dt
;

where �(") is the photon stimulated desorption yield, whih is a funtion of the ritial
energy of the photon spetrum, and S is the linear pumping speed of the old walls of the
beam pipe and/or of the pumping holes of the beam sreen. Denoting by � the bending
radius, the linear synhrotron radiation photon ux is given by

dN

ds dt
= 7� 1019 s�1m�1

E[TeV℄ I[A℄

�[m℄

and thus the dynami pressure rise in the LHC, maintaining the same ryopumping S,
should simply sale as �P = �(")E I.

8.2 Photon stimulated desorption yield
The variation of the photon stimulated desorption yield with ritial photon energy

has been measured for opper as vauum hamber material over a ritial energy range
from about 12 eV up to about 300 eV [3, 4℄. These data from SSC and LHC work are
summarised in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Moleular desorption yield for H2 and for CO as a funtion of the ritial
photon energy. Measurements were done at room temperature and at 77 K.

The room temperature values of the moleular desorption yield are approximately
proportional to the ritial photon energy and hene would sale as the third power of the
beam energy. At 77 K, the dependene on the ritial photon energy seems to be weaker,
approximately as the power 2/3. The desorption yield in the old part of the LHC would
hene sale rather like the square of the beam energy.

Overall, one an dedue that the dynami pressure rise would sale as �Pold = E3I
in the old ars and as �Pwarm = E4I in the room temperature setions of the LHC.

8.3 Nulear sattering on the residual gas
Beam losses whih an not be ollimated and hene ause protons to esape

through the old bore into the ryomagnets an be expressed in terms of the nulear
sattering lifetime �NS

dW

ds
= 0:93W=m

I[A℄E[GeV℄

�NS[h℄
:

For nominal LHC parameters (0.56 A) a beam-gas lifetime of about 100 h has been
assumed, whih results in a power loss of 36 mW/m per beam. This dissipation has to
be taken by the 1.9 K system and represents also a signi�ant radiation dose to mahine
omponents (see Setion 9).

The lifetime of 100 h requires an average gas density (lifetime limit) of about
1015H2 moleules/m3 and orrespondingly less for heavier moleules. Laboratory mea-
surements, e.g., with the COLDEX system in EPA at ryogeni temperature, have shown
that this lifetime requirement an be satis�ed for the nominal beam urrent without any
beam leaning [5℄.

Using the saling of the dynami pressure with beam energy and with beam ur-
rent, and sine the beam lifetime is inversely proportional to the average gas density, the
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nulear sattering losses would sale as

dW

ds
/ EaI2

with a = 4 for the old ars and a = 5 for warm setions.
To meet the requirement for the ultimate beam urrent, a modest redution of

the desorption yields by a fator of 2.2 will be required. In ase of an energy upgrade
the average vauum and hene the photon stimulated desorption yields would have to be
improved signi�antly by an extended beam leaning period to maintain onstant nulear
sattering losses.

8.4 Ion stimulated desorption and vauum stability
Vauum stability [6℄ requires that the e�etive pumping Se� of the system be

signi�antly larger than the produt of the ion stimulated desorption yield � and the
average beam urrent:

� I <
e

�i
Se� :

Here �i is the ionization ross setion of the residual gas moleules by the high energy
protons, whih has a weak dependene on beam energy.

Typial values of the desorption yield are in the range of 1 to 10 moleules/ion for
unbaked systems and of order unity for baked hambers as shown in Figure 33 [7, 8℄. For
speially pre-treated beam pipes, the desorption yield an be redued reliably to below
unity but, even then, it remains always muh larger than the orresponding desorption
yields for photons and for eletrons.

In the old ars of the LHC the pumping is provided by the ryo-pumping on the
beam sreen and by the pumping holes. Sine it is a very e�etive distributed pumping
system, the alulated ritial urrent at whih the vauum would beome unstable is a
few orders of magnitude larger than the nominal LHC urrent. The ion indued moleular
desorption yield is a funtion of the inident ion energy and reahes a maximum value at
a few keV. In the LHC ars the ion impat energy is typially 200 to 300 eV depending on
mahine parameters and hene the desorption yield is low. In the rossing points due to
the strong fousing and the overlap of both beams the impat energy may exeed several
keV. The baseline design inludes baking to about 200 ÆC and a getter oating of these
vauum hambers to guarantee low and stable pressures.

Saling of the ion impat energy with the beam parameters depends weakly on
the ion speies: light H2 ions are ejeted rapidly from the beam and experiene only a few
bunhes. H2 ions are therefore more strongly a�eted by the peak �eld than heavier CO or
CO2 ions, whih take about 20 to 40 bunh passages to reah the vauum hamber wall.
In ase of a long `super-bunh', the ions would see a ontinuous eletri �eld as ompared
to repetitive kiks and the impat energy inreases to several tens of keV for the same
average beam urrent.

In terms of the vauum stability riterion, the desorption yield orresponding to
the peak value of the desorption urves should be assumed. For CO and for H2 the
desorption yield for ions will inrease by a fator between 3 to 5 with respet to the
nominal LHC onditions whih should still be well within the margin of safety of the
old ars of the present LHC design. In the warm straight setions and in partiular in
ondutane limited vauum setions the safety margins are likely to be insuÆient and
loal improvements will be required.
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Figure 33: Ion stimulated moleular desorption yields of baked and unbaked stainless steel
as a funtion of the inident ion energy (from A.G. Mathewson).

8.5 Eletron stimulated desorption
Eletron stimulated desorption whih is aused by the bombardment of the va-

uum hamber walls by primary photo-eletrons and/or beam indued multipating (BIM)
an drastially inrease the dynami pressure in the LHC. The pressure inrease an be
expressed in terms of the eletron stimulated desorption yield, the eletron urrent bom-
barding the wall and by the e�etive pumping speed

�P =
�e Ie
Se�

:

Sine the eletron urrent an be related to the linear power dissipation of the eletron
loud Wloud and to the average energy of the eletrons hEloudi, the pressure rise an be
expressed as

�P / �e
Wloud

hEloudiSe�

:

Sine eletron stimulated desorption yields are typially two orders of magnitude larger
than the photon stimulated desorption yields [9℄, one BIM has been initiated, this e�et
is likely to dominate the vauum behaviour even for low values of eletron loud power
and hene limit the mahine operation. Fortunately, the eletron bombardment wherever
it ours, should also lead to a strong lean-up of the walls and thus to a gradual and
very signi�ant redution of all the desorption e�ets for eletrons, photons and possibly
also for ions.

The main onern for an LHC upgrade is the heat load by the eletron loud
in the old setions of the mahine. Experiene with existing mahines and studies in
the laboratory have shown that an appropriate hoie of mahine parameters like bunh
intensity, bunh spaing and bunh length an be made to redue or even to avoid this
e�et. Sine the multipating phenomenon ours preferentially within a ertain range of
parameters, it ould be favorable to operate the upgraded LHC with longer or even very
long bunhes so that eletrons an make a very large number of osillations resulting in
a small net energy gain. Alternatively, sine the seondary eletron yield of the vauum
hamber wall is a vital parameter for the multipliation proess and sine this yield
exeeds unity within a given range of primary eletron energies, E1 to E2 only, it ould be
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interesting to operate with very intense bunhes so that the mean energy of the eletrons
beomes muh larger than E2. Following this sheme, Figure 34 shows an example of a
model alulation of the average seondary eletron yield in an LHC dipole beam sreen as
a funtion of the bunh intensity. The ontour lines delimit the regions where the average
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Figure 34: Regions within a dipole beam sreen where the average seondary eletron
yield exeeds unity as a funtion of the bunh intensity. The harateristi parameters of
the seondary eletron yield, Æmax and Emax, are indiated in the �gure. Nominal values
are assumed for bunh length and for bunh spaing.

seondary eletron yield exeeds unity, hene where BIM an our. It is interesting to
note that outside of these regions and for very large bunh urrents, onditions for BIM are
not ful�lled in this simpli�ed model. In the ontext of the hoie of mahine parameters
for an LHC upgrade, it ould be interesting to explore this possibility in more detail.

8.6 Further studies and essential R&D for vauum
{ Operating COLDEX in the SPS and performing experiments with LHC beams will
be important: this program is a must. It will also be important to get measurements
in the SPS on heat deposition by e-loud, srubbing e�ets for seondary eletron
yield as well as eletron stimulated desorption.

{ So far unknown is the aspet of ion indued desorption at high impat energy (in
ase of long bunhes) and how the desorption yield for ions an be redued by
eletron srubbing. These questions ould be studied in the laboratory. Also many
questions about surfaes (treatments, memory e�ets after venting, et.) ould be
studied more easily in the lab than in the SPS or later in the LHC.

{ The suggestion to use more and more intense bunhes needs to be followed up in
detail sine it will have important impliations on the vauum hardware (bellows
and RF-bridges).
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{ In the senario of replaing the LHC ars to double the beam energy, synhrotron
radiation power will be quite important. Already now the VLHC, as the SSC in the
past, looks into the option of interepting the synhrotron radiation by loalised
photon stops. This suggestion ould also be studied and its impliation on beam
pipe apertures, impedane issues, et. would need to be better understood.

{ The ongoing work on surfaes whih have low-outgassing properties and in addition
provide pumping (NEG's) is an obvious item for a long term development.

8.7 Conlusions
At this very early stage of the study only preliminary onlusions an be made.

For the vauum system it is primarily the average beam urrent whih matters. Bunh
urrents will have an inuene on the eletron loud and on the power dissipation in the
opper layer of the beam sreen and in the rf-bridges of the bellows.

An upgrade of the ryogeni system would allow to inrease the ooling apaity of
the beam sreen from its present value of 1 W/m by more than an order of magnitude as it
has been shown by the study of the ryogenis. Nevertheless, it should not be overlooked
that the eletron loud indued pressure rise may put a more stringent limit on the
operation than ryogenis alone.

The onsequenes of an energy upgrade an be assessed with rather good on�-
dene and even a doubling of the beam energy seems to be ompatible with the present
design. On the ontrary inreasing the beam intensity has serious impliations for the
vauum system in the ar but also for the long straight setions, whih would require sub-
stantial modi�ations. An important unknown remains the ion indued desorption yield
of old and warm surfaes and its evolution with beam operation. It will be essential to
obtain a better understanding and more reliable data on the various surfae onditioning
proesses and how they mutually interat.

The eletron loud and its onsequenes for the vauum system in terms of heat
load and eletron stimulated gas desorption remains a serious unknown for an upgrade
and ould be deisive for the hoie of some basi mahine parameters.
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9 Nulear interations, radiation dose, and magnet quenh limit
For a nominal LHC beam intensity of 3 � 1014 protons the annual dose to the

most exposed parts of the ar dipole oils is about 5 � 103Gy/y, assuming a beam-gas
lifetime of 500 hours (see Fig. 35). A residual gas density of 1015H2 moleules/m3 and
orrespondingly less for heavier moleules an be expeted from day 1 in the LHC, leading
to a beam-gas lifetime of about 100 hours. After some initial surfae leaning, the residual
gas density may go down by a fator 1.5.

Figure 35: Annual dose [Gy/y℄ to the inner regions of the ar dipole. The plot shown
is the average over 13m of the dipole oils. Doses are normalised for a proton loss of
1:65� 1011m�1y�1 for two beams, orresponding to a beam-gas lifetime of 500 h.

For nominal LHC onditions, the average rate of inelasti pp interations in the
high luminosity IP's is 3:5 � 108 s�1 and the maximum dose to some dipole oils in the
dispersion suppressors (e.g., near Q9, see Fig. 36) approahes 106Gy/y. These results
inlude the e�et of the additional ollimators disussed in [1℄). As shown in Table 15,
the estimated magnet lifetime is 10-20 years. Possible radiation damage to the insertion
quadrupoles, and espeially to the orretor oils, depends on the magneti lattie: the
low-beta quadrupoles are the most ritial items and may require additional shielding.
Suh doses sale linearly with luminosity. Therefore radiation e�ets are probably not a
show stopper for an LHC luminosity upgrade, but require areful onsideration. Inreasing
the dispersion at Q5 would allow a higher ollimation eÆieny for o�-momentum partiles
and thus a better protetion of the dispersion suppressor magnets. Further estimates of
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energy deposition for an LHC luminosity upgrade an be found in [2℄.

Figure 36: Maximum dose to dipole oils in the dispersion suppressors of IR1 due to
point losses arising far downstream of the high luminosity interation point IP1 for 7TeV
inident protons. The ross-setional slies show the maximum dose [Gy/y℄ due to point
losses in the oils and beamline of the dipole magnet MB9B. The proton loss distribution
used is taken from Ref. [1℄ for a rate of 3:5� 108 inelasti interations per seond in the
IP. The total proton loss in IR1 is 1:1� 107 s�1.

1 Gy = 1 J/kg = 100 rads, 1 Gy/s = 1 (J/kg)/s = 1 mW/g

After an integrated dose of 2� 109 rads, i.e. about 20 years of exposure at 106Gy/y, the
resin used to impregnate magnet oils loses half of its mehanial strength �! magnet
insulation damage.

Table 15: Radiation units and magnet damage

9.1 Magnet quenh limit
The LHC dipole quenh limit for diret impat of protons at 7 TeV is 7�106 p/m/s.

For beam-gas nulear ollisions about 2/3 positively harged produts hit the internal side
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of the dipoles (and 1/3 the external side, while photons and neutrons go straight), so we
an assume a quenh limit for beam-gas interations _nq = 107 p/m/s [3℄.

The beam lifetime for a gas density orresponding to the quenh limit everywhere
in the mahine would be �q = N= _N = No= _No (sine t = 0 is the most ritial moment of a
oast). With _No = _noC, where C = 2:6� 104m is the ring irumferene, No = 3� 1014 p
the nominal LHC beam intensity, and _no = _nq, we obtain a beam lifetime

�q =
No

_nqC
=

3� 1014

107 � 2:6� 104
s = 1:15� 103 s;

orresponding to a luminosity lifetime �L < �q=2 = 10min. The gas density orresponding
to the quenh limit is

�gas =
_nq

No � frev � �inel

' 1017 atoms=m3;

where frev = 1:1 � 104Hz is the LHC revolution frequeny and �inel = 320mb = 3:2 �
10�25 m2 is the inelasti ross setion for proton ollisions on Oxygen, Nitrogen, or Carbon
atoms. With Cold = 2 � 104m the length of the old mass and Eproton = 7TeV =
1:1� 10�6 J, the orresponding overall ryogeni heat load would be

Ptot = _nq � Cold � Eproton = 220 kW:

In onlusions, operating the LHC lose to the quenh limit due to high gas pressure
would be highly ineÆient4) sine the beam and luminosity lifetime would be very short
and the ryogeni heat load very high. A reasonable gas density in prodution should be
�gas = 1015 atoms/m3.
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4) It an be interesting to ompare the ring beam-gas luminosity with the nominal experimental lumi-
nosity Lexp = 1034 m�2 s�1:

Lring;gas = No � �gas � frev � C = 8:1� 1035 m�2 s�1:

This is not the best way to use the mahine! As a ross-hek, one an re-write the beam lifetime for a
gas density orresponding to the quenh limit as �q = No= _No = No=(Lring;gas ��inel) = 3�1014=(8:1�
1035 � 3:2� 10�25) s = 1:16� 103 s.
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10 Cryogeni system
10.1 General onsiderations

The LHC upgrade in energy and luminosity will inrease the ryogeni heat loads
espeially for the beam sreens and old mass ooling. Some loal and distribution re-
stritions ould limit the maximum performane of the upgraded mahine. The main
restritions are:

{ The beam sreen (BS) ooling loop, to be performed using the 3.7mm inner di-
ameter ooling hannel.

{ The old mass (CM) ooling loop and the main pumping line for whih the ooling
priniple does not allow to inrease the magnet temperature above the lambda
temperature T�.
The ryogeni distribution line running in parallel to the mahine already orre-

sponds to the maximum size, whih an be integrated between the tunnel wall and the
mahine. Consequently, in the di�erent upgrade senarios, the present diameters of the
distribution line headers will be taken as input data. Table 16 gives the header harater-
istis with their main funtions.

Header Inner �
[mm℄

Present main
funtions

Present design on-
ditions

Remarks for upgrade
senarios

B 267 Sub-atmospheri
pumping line

Maximum tempera-
ture of 1.9K in the
warmest magnet in
nominal onditions

The maximum mag-
net temperature will
inrease with the heat
load deposition

C 100 Cold superriti-
al helium sup-
ply

Cool-down and
warm-up ow-rate

The same ool-down
and warm-up ow-rate
ould probably be
envisaged

D 150 Cold helium re-
turn from beam
sreen and Cold
quenh helium
bu�er

Cold helium bu�er
during a magnet
quenh

The same quenh
bu�ering ould be
envisaged if we keep
a old-mass helium
ontent around 20 l/m

E 80 Magnet thermal
shield supply

Thermal shield ool-
ing in nominal on-
ditions with a total
pressure drop below
1bar

Beam performane does
not a�et the thermal
shield heat loads, whih
will not hange

F 80 Distribution line
thermal shield
supply

Table 16: Header harateristis of the ryogeni distribution line

To inrease the performanes of the ooling system, several distribution shemes
an be envisaged as shown in Fig. 37. The �rst sheme orresponds to the existing one. In
this sheme, the �rst limitation will be given by the old mass ooling of the inner triplets
of ATLAS (Pt1) and CMS (Pt5), whih are far away from the ryoplant. One way to
overome this limitation is to add dediated ryoplants for the inner triplets at points Pt1
and Pt5 (see sheme 2). By inreasing the distributed heat loads, another limitation ould
be given by the setor-wide distribution. The half-otant distribution sheme 3 halves the
distribution length and onsequently inreases the ooling apability.
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Figure 37: Distribution shemes for the LHC upgrade.

10.2 LHC upgrade senario
Table 17 gives the beam parameters for di�erent upgrade senarios of the LHC.

The beam parameters whih inuene the ryogeni heat loads are:
{ E the beam energy,
{ Ib the bunh intensity,
{ nb the number of bunhes per beam,
{ �z the length of the bunh,
{ L the luminosity of the beam ollisions.

Senario E Ib nb �z Luminosity
Ref. Remarks [TeV℄ [mA℄ [-℄ [mm℄ [m�2 s�1℄
A Nominal 7 0.20 2808 77 1.0E+34
A' Ultimate 7 0.30 2808 77 2.3E+34
A" Modest upgrade 7 0.30 2808 38.5 4.6E+34
Bbb With bunhed beam 7 0.30 5616 38.5 9.2E+34
Bsb With super-bunh 7 1000 1 75000 9.0E+34
B' Strong bunhes 7 0.48 2808 77 7.2E+34

Cbb With bunhed beam 14 0.14 2808 54.4 1.0E+34
Csb With super-bunh 14 75.6 1 8250 1.0E+34
Dbb With bunhed beam 14 0.23 5616 54.4 1.0E+35
Dsb With super-bunh 14 720 1 75000 1.0E+35

Table 17: Beam parameters for di�erent LHC upgrade senarios, at 7TeV (A-B) and at
14TeV (C-D). As shown in Table 19, senarios with long super-bunhes (sb) are more
favourable from the ryogenis point of view, for omparable luminosities.

10.3 Saling laws and spei� ryogeni heat loads
Table 18 gives the saling laws used to de�ne the heat loads to be extrated in the

di�erent upgrade senarios. Conerning heat loads due to eletron louds, the approximate
saling law orresponds to bunhed beam. For super-bunhes, the heat loads are redued
and orrespond to 5% of the bunhed beam senario. Table 19 gives the spei� heat
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loads to be extrated for the di�erent upgrade senarios. As a general rule, senarios with
long super-bunhes are less demanding in ooling apaity than bunhed or strong-beam
senarios.

Heat loads Energy Bunh Bunh Bunh Luminosity
urrent number length

Stati heat inleaks - - - - -
Resistive heating (splies) E2 - - - -
Synhrotron radiation E4 Ib nb - -
Image urrents I2b nb ��3=2z -
Beam-gas sattering Ib nb - -
E-loud I3b nb - -
Partile losses E - - - L

Table 18: Heat load dependene with respet to beam parameters.

LHC upgrade senario
A A' A" Bbb Bsb B' Cbb Csb Dbb Dsb

Synhr. radiation [W/m℄ 0.33 0.50 0.50 1.00 0.61 0.79 3.73 0.72 12.49 6.83
Image urrents [W/m℄ 0.36 0.83 2.35 4.69 0.11 2.07 0.30 0.02 1.70 0.06

4.6 - E-loud [W/m℄ 0.89 3.10 3.10 6.20 0.31 12.2 0.31 0.02 2.94 0.15
20 K Stati [W/m℄ 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13

Total [W/m℄ 1.71 4.56 6.08 12.0 1.16 15.2 4.48 0.88 17.3 7.16

Synhr. radiation [W/m℄ 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.008 0.001 0.025 0.014
Image urrents [W/m℄ 0.001 0.002 0.007 0.013 0.000 0.006 0.001 0.000 0.005 0.000

1.9 K E-louds [W/m℄ 0.009 0.031 0.031 0.062 0.003 0.122 0.003 0.000 0.029 0.001
Ar Resistive heating [W/m℄ 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
+ DS Beam-gas satter. [W/m℄ 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.15 0.09 0.12 0.03 0.01 0.11 0.06

Stati [W/m℄ 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21
Total [W/m℄ 0.37 0.41 0.42 0.53 0.40 0.55 0.65 0.62 0.78 0.69

IT Seondaries [W/m℄ 4.8 11.1 22.2 44.4 45.1 41.8 9.60 9.60 96.0 96.0

Table 19: Spei� heat loads for the di�erent LHC upgrade senarios of Table 17.

10.4 Cooling loop limitations
10.4.1 Beam sreen ooling loop

In our disussion we assume that the beam sreen will not be replaed and thus
that the hydrauli impedane of the ryogeni iruits is unhanged. Fig. 38 shows the
basi ooling sheme of the beam sreens inside the magnet apertures. The diameters of
headers C and D presently designed respetively for ool-down operation and for old
helium bu�ering during magnet quenh are oversized for normal operation. They do not
represent a limitation in the helium distribution in the di�erent upgrade senarios. As a
onsequene, the following study is valid for the three di�erent distribution shemes.

The main limitation is given by the ooling hannels of the beam sreen, having an
inner diameter of 3.7mm. The present nominal pressure of header C and D is respetively
3 bar and 1.3 bar. The total pressure di�erene between these headers has to be shared
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Figure 38: Basi beam sreen ooling sheme.

between the hannels and the ontrol valves loated at the outlet; typially, one third of
this pressure di�erene must be alloated to the ontrol valve. One way to inrease the
mass-ow in the ooling iruits, and onsequently the apaity to be extrated, is to
inrease the supply pressure of the header C. Fig. 39 shows the required header C supply
pressure as a funtion of the distributed heat load on the beam sreens for two outlet
temperatures (20K and 30K). In this �gure the heat load values are given in W/m for
the two apertures. One hard limit is given by the maximum pressure produed by the
ryoplant (around 19 bar), whih gives maximum heat loads to be extrated of 48W/m
and 62W/m for an outlet temperature of 20K and 30K, respetively. Conerning the
ow oeÆient of the ontrol valves, the ow-rate inrease is partially ompensated by
the pressure inrease and a maximum ow oeÆient of about twie the present one is
required, i.e. the valve body an stay as it is (DN6) and only minor modi�ations (seat
and poppet size) will be needed.
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Figure 39: Minimum header C pressure versus beam sreen heat loads.
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Extra ooling apaity must be installed to ompensate �rst the inrease of heat
load and in addition the loss of apaity of present ryoplants indued by supplying
the header C at a higher pressure. Inreasing the pressure in header C has a positive
onsequene of reduing the risk of density wave osillations in the beam sreen hannels.

In onlusion, if we envisage to install more refrigeration apaity and to supply
the header C at a higher pressure, we an gain a fator 6 to 8 on the beam sreen ooling
apaity with respet to the present on�guration. A remaining issue orresponds to the
temperature di�erene developed radially in the beam sreen wall as well as longitudinally
in the interonnetion regions, that are not diretly ooled.

10.4.2 Cold mass ooling loop

Fig. 40 shows the basi ooling sheme of the magnet old mass. In suh a sheme,
the ooling of the old mass is e�etive as long as its temperature stays below the lambda
temperature. The magnet temperature is driven by:

{ The pressure evolution in the pumping header B due to fritional pressure drop
as well as hydrostati head due to the tunnel slope.

{ The pressure drop in the very-low-pressure stream of the sub-ooling heat exhang-
ers as well as its eÆieny.

{ The temperature di�erene aross the old mass heat exhanger.
{ The pressure of header C whih supply the old-mass ooling loop and whih
diretly inuenes the gas title produed in the expansion valve.

Magnet cold masses

Header C

Header B

T
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ry

o
p
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n
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slope

107 m

Sub-cooling
heat exchangerExpansion valveSaturated LHe II

Pressurized LHe II

Figure 40: Basi magnet old-mass ooling sheme.

For Ar and Dispersion Suppressor ooling loops, the spei� heat loads (see Ta-
ble 19) remains ompatible with the present design of old mass heat exhangers, sub-
ooling heat exhangers and expansion valves. The QRL servie modules do not need
modi�ations.

Fig. 41 shows the maximum old-mass temperature as a funtion of the distributed
heat load in the Ar and Dispersion Suppressor ells for di�erent header C supply pressure
as well as for the two distribution shemes 2 and 3. Considering a maximum magnet
temperature of T�, the maximum heat load to be extrated by the old-mass ooling
loops is about 2W/m for Sheme 2 and 3.5W/m for the Sheme 3.

Conerning Inner Triplet old mass ooling loops additional R&D is required to
study ooling of magnets with spei� distributed heat load higher than 10W/m. It is
espeially the ase of senarios of types B and D for whih the value varies between 50
and 100W/m. For these ooling loops, the servie modules of the QRL must be modi�ed
by hanging the subooling heat exhangers, the expansion valves and internal piping.
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Figure 41: Maximum old mass temperature versus 1.9K spei� heat loads.

10.4.3 Appliation to the di�erent upgrade senarios

In this appliation, it is assume that the heat load in the Inner Triplet old mass
an be extrated with temperature di�erenes similar to those obtained in the Ar (To
be on�rmed by R&D).

Fig. 42 shows the maximum old mass temperature as well as the minimum
header C pressure requirement for the di�erent upgrade senarios and distribution shemes.
The sheme 1 starts to be limited for senarios of type B and an not ful�l senarios of
type D. The sheme 2 is ompatible with all upgrade senarios and gives maximum tem-
perature above 1.9K only for the upgrade senario Dbb. The sheme 3 gives maximum
temperature below 1.85K for all upgrade senarios. The minimum Header C supply pres-
sure required for beam sreen ooling varies from 3 to 6.2 bar.

10.5 Cryoplant upgrade
The adaptation of the ryoplant to the demand in refrigeration apaity is de-

�ned hereafter for the di�erent upgrade senarios. In the following, only the distribution
shemes 1 and 2, whih are able to ful�l all senario requirements, will be onsidered. Nev-
ertheless, for a given distribution sheme the ryoplant upgrade may reah several levels
of adaptation by modifying the existing hardware and by adding new 4.5K refrigerators
and/or 1.8K refrigeration units and/or interonnetion boxes. Fig. 43 shows the di�erent
ryogeni arhitetures that are onsidered for the di�erent upgrade senarios. Table 20
gives the required refrigeration apaity of the di�erent ryoplants.

Senarios A and A', whih orrespond to the nominal and ultimate operation used
for the basi design of the LHC mahine, do not (fortunately) require any speial ryoplant
upgrades.

For the distribution sheme 2, two 1.8K refrigeration units as well as one or two
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Figure 42: Cooling performane of distribution shemes for di�erent upgrade senarios.

additional 4.5K refrigerators have to be added at point 1 and 5 (High luminosity Inner
Triplet loation). Moreover, for the arhiteture shemes 2b and 2, additional 4.5K refrig-
erators must be added in parallel to the existing 4.5K refrigerators. A main issue related
to these additional equipments is to �nd suÆient spae to install them at underground
and surfae level.

Needs in R&D or studies on ryoplants are listed hereafter:
{ Existing 4.5 K ryoplant adaptation study is required for senarios A", Cbb. For
ex-LEP ryoplants it will be the third apaity upgrade; onsequently, hard limits
ould be reahed for these equipments.

{ Existing 1.8 K refrigeration unit adaptation study is required for senarios Cbb
and Dbb.

{ Feasibility study of 4.5 K ryoplants with an equivalent apaity of 26 kW � 4.5
K is required for senario Dbb.

{ Feasibility study of 1.8 K refrigeration units with an equivalent apaity of 3.9 kW
� 1.8 K is required for senario Dbb and Dsb.

{ Feasibility study on parallel operation of two 4.5 K ryoplants oupled to a same
setors for senarios Bbb, B', Dbb and Dsb.
At equivalent beam energy and luminosity, beams onsisting of long super-bunhes

give redued losses on the ryogeni system. Consequently, from the ryogeni point of
view, the most interesting upgrade senarios are the senario Bsb, Csb, and Dsb.
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Sector cryoplant IT cryoplant

Rb Ra R b a Ri iScenario
Scheme

#
[kW]

@ 4.5 K

[kW]

@ 4.5 K

[kW]

@ 4.5 K

[kW]

@ 1.8 K

[kW]

@ 1.8 K

[kW]

@ 4.5 K

[kW]

@ 1.8 K

A 1 11 10 \ 1.4 1.1 \ \

A' 1 18 15 \ 1.8 1.3 \ \

A'' 1 22 18 \ 2.2 1.3 \ \

Bbb 2b 18 18 12 1.7 1.7 16 1.8

Bsb 2a 9 9 \ 1.2 1.2 15 1.8

B' 2b 18 18 18 1.9 1.9 15 1.7

Cbb 1 21 19 \ 2.5 2.0 \ \

Csb 1 14 12 \ 2.4 1.9 \ \

Dbb 2c 18 18 26 2.7 2.7 16 3.9

Dsb 2c 18 18 6 2.1 2.1 15 3.9

Bold : Require some upgrade on existing LHC cryoplant hardware

XX : Non standard equipment with R&D requirement

Table 20: Cryoplant apaity requirements for the di�erent LHC senarios.
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11 Injetors and RF systems
The LHC upgrade implies a non-trivial performane upgrade of the injetors and

of the di�erent RF systems.

11.1 Senarios in the PS Complex
The LHC injetors will provide the LHC with the nominal (1:1 � 1011 p/bunh)

and later on with the ultimate (1:7�1011 p/bunh) bunh intensities within nominal emit-
tanes. The former beam is being routinely produed in the PS omplex [1℄, while the
latter was demonstrated but with somewhat larger transverse emittanes. These ahieve-
ments are losely linked to novel bunh splitting tehniques [2℄ (one to two, one to three)
by means of whih mirowave instabilities at high energy in the PS an be largely avoided.
Bunh splitting, together with more lassial proedures suh as bunh merging and bunh
ompression by onseutive adiabati harmoni hanges, provide the PS omplex with sev-
eral interesting possibilities to inrease the number of protons per bunh and to generate
di�erent bunh spaings.

The present performane of the LHC pre-injetor is mainly limited by spae harge
at PSB (50MeV) and PS (1.4GeV) injetion energies. This limitation may be overome
in the following ways (in asending order of investment):

1. Conentration of the available intensity into a fration of the PS irumferene
by a ombination of these tehniques. The RF gymnastis is arried out at high
energy where spae harge is not relevant.

2. Constrution of a normal-onduting H-minus Lina (120MeV, the front-end of
the SPL) as an injetor of the PSB. In this way, spae harge e�ets are largely
removed, and H-minus injetion enables the PSB to generate LHC-type beams
with independently (within limits) adjustable bunh intensity and emittane.

3. Constrution of the SPL (2.2 GeV) [3℄ whih would replae the PSB as PS injetor,
with a substantial improvement of the PS spae harge limit and basially enabling
\any" bunh spaing (with the appropriate variable-frequeny RF system added
to the PS).
Note that the SPL and its front-end lina would open up several appliations for

high-power beam users.
The improvements one ould hope for with 25 ns bunh spaing are ompiled in

Table 21. If one aepts shorter bunh trains and thus longer LHC �lling times, the bunh
population an be substantially inreased beyond the ultimate level, even staying with
50MeV injetion. The 120MeV lina would enable one-bath �lling of the PS, thus avoid-
ing the PS injetion front porh (detrimental to beam emittane) and substantially short-
ening the LHC �lling time. Finally, with the SPL, 80 bunhes with up to 4�1011 p/bunh
are within reah, more than doubling the ultimate bunh intensity; moreover this sheme
avoids two-bath injetion into the PS, thus the \net" LHC �lling time would be redued
to about 2.5minutes per ring.

An alternative way to inrease the LHC luminosity is olliding more bunhes with
a smaller spaing while keeping the same bunh population. To this end, ways to generate
bunh spaings of 15, 12.5, and 10 ns were explored (although 12.5 ns is not ompatible
with the 200MHz RF system of the SPS). These senarios are ompiled in Table 22.
Bunh spaings of 15 ns and 10 ns require new �xed-frequeny RF systems in the PS; to
fully pro�t from the SPL, variable-frequeny (�5% variation) systems must be envisaged.
For eah ase, the detailed PS �lling sheme and RF proedure is explained in Table 23.
With the PSB as PS injetor, a bunh population near or beyond the ultimate one an
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be produed only by shortening the bunh train (typially �1/2 of the PS �lled), thus
aepting longer LHC �lling times. Here again, the SPL would ombine all advantages:
bunh population beyond ultimate, long bunh trains in the PS, exibility in adjusting
intensity and emittane by virtue of the H-minus injetion, short LHC �lling times. Signif-
iant development work would have to be invested in the rather involved RF gymnastis,
and there is a risk of eletron loud e�ets [4℄ beoming harmful with the shorter bunh
spaing in the PS.

Just to omplete the piture, a bunh spaing of 5 ns appears feasible, but the
unavoidable debunhing-rebunhing proedure in the PS limits the bunh population to
about 1/4 of the nominal one, so there would not be any gain in luminosity.

Referenes
[1℄ M. Benedikt et al., Performane of the LHC pre-injetors, presented at the 18th In-

ternational Conferene on High Energy Aelerators (HEACC2001), Tsukuba, Japan,
26{30 Marh 2001, CERN-PS-2001-011 (DR).

[2℄ R. Garoby, Multiple bunh splitting in the PS, results and plans, in Pro. 11th Cha-
monix Workshop, Chamonix, Frane, January 2001.

[3℄ The SPL Study Group (M. Vretenar, Editor), Coneptual design of the SPL, a high
power superonduting H-minus Lina at CERN , CERN 2000-012, Deember 2000.

[4℄ R. Cappi et al., Eletron loud e�ets in the CERN PS, CERN/PS 2001-020 and Pro.
IEEE Partile Aelerator Conferene (PAC2001), Chiago, IL, USA, 18{22 June 2001,
eds. P. Luas and S. Webber (IEEE, Pisataway, NJ, 2001), pp. 682{684.
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f1g The 120 MeV H- Lina is the normal-onduting pre-aelerator of the projeted
SPL. H- injetion (\harge exhange") enables intensity and transverse emittanes to be adjusted
independently (if not limited by spae harge) at PSB injetion with muh inreased exibility
for LHC; this is not possible with the present H+ injetion sheme.
For one-bath �lling and bunh spaing 25 ns, the following sheme is ontemplated: (i) the PSB
delivers 12 bunhes (4 rings, 3 bunhes per ring, possibly after splitting 1 to 3, phasing slightly
hanged by h(PSB)=1 system) into the PS tuned at h=14; (ii) aeleration of 12 bunhes on
h=14 to 26 GeV/, and the proedure follows the one of the nominal LHC beam, namely (iii)
splitting 1 to 3 of the 12 bunhes into 36 on h=42; (iv) splitting 1 to 2 of the 36 bunhes to 72
bunhes on h=84.

f2g 15 ns bunh spaing an be produed with the SPL as PS injetor with a new variable-
frequeny RF system (63.5-66.7 MHz) in the PS. For the senarios with the PSB, the following
more ompliated proedure is envisaged (R&D work needed): (i) injet 8 bunhes (two PSB
pulses, 4 rings eah, tuned at h(PSB)=1) into the PS tuned at h(PS)=9; (ii) aelerate on h=9
to 26GeV/ (to be de�ned); (iii) ompress the 8 bunhes into 8/17 of the PS by adiabatially
hanging from h=9 to 10,11,. . . ,17; (iv) split the 8 bunhes to 16, on h=34; (v) ompress the 16
bunhes into 16/35 of PS by adiabatially hanging from h=34 to 35; (vi) apply two onseutive
bunh splittings, yielding 32 bunhes on h=70, and �nally a train of 64 bunhes on h=140. New
(�xed-frequeny) RF systems needed: 16.2+16.7 MHz (h=34, 35), 33.3MHz (h=70), 66.7MHz
(h=140). Note that 15ns bunh spaing is ompatible with SPS 200MHz system.

f3g 12.5 ns bunh spaing an be produed with the SPL as PS injetor using existing
systems (with more RF voltage on the 80MHz system for �nal bunh shortening). Proposed
proedure with the PSB (R&D work needed): (i) injet 8 bunhes (two PSB pulses, 4 rings
eah, tuned at h(PSB)=1) into the PS tuned at h(PS)=9; (ii) aelerate the 8 bunhes to some
intermediate energy (to be de�ned); (iii) ompress the 8 bunhes into 8/14 of the irumferene
by adiabatially hanging from h=9 to 10,11,12,13,14; (iv) merge the 8 bunhes 2 by 2 and
split the result into 3, playing with voltages on h=7, 14, 21, yielding 12 bunhes on h=21; (v)
aelerate the 12 bunhes on h=21 to 26GeV/; (vi) 3 onseutive double-splitting operations,
hanging the RF harmonis from 21 to 42, 84 and 168, resulting in a bunh train of 96 bunhes
�lling 4/7 of the PS. Note that without the last bunh splitting step, there is a bunh train of
48 bunhes, 25 ns spaing, in 84 PS bukets. 12.5 ns bunh spaing is not ompatible with the
SPS 200MHz system.

f4g 10 ns bunh spaing an be produed with the SPL as PS injetor with a new variable-
frequeny RF system (95.4-100MHz) in the PS. With the PSB, there is also a way to produe
this beam (R&D needed): (i) injet 8 bunhes (two PSB pulses, 4 rings eah, tuned at h=1) into
the PS tuned at h=9; (ii) aelerate to 26GeV/; (iii) stepwise adiabati harmoni hange from
h=9 to 10, 11, . . . , 17; (iv) splitting 1 to 2 yielding 16 bunhes on h=34; (v) adiabati harmoni
hange to h=35 (16 bunhes on h=35); (vi) splitting 1 to 3 resulting in 48 bunhes on h=105;
(vii) splitting 1 to 2 resulting in 96 bunhes on h=210 (spaed 10 ns). New (�xed-frequeny) RF
systems in PS: 16:2 + 16:7MHz (h=34, 35), 50MHz (h=105), 100MHz (h=210). 10 ns bunh
spaing ompatible with SPS 200MHz system.

f5g For 15 ns, 12.5 ns, and 10 ns bunh spaings with one-bath �lling from PSB the

proedure is as follows: The PSB delivers 8 bunhes (4 rings, 2 bunhes per ring, their phases

adjusted by h(PSB)=1 RF system before PSB extration) into the PS tuned at h(PS)=9; then

the proedure follows f2g, f3g, and f4g, for 15 ns, 12.5 ns, and 10 ns spaings, respetively.

Table 23: Detailed PS �lling shemes and RF proedures orresponding to the di�erent
options in Tables 21 and 22.
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11.2 Higher intensities in the SPS
The senarios put forward above for the LHC beam in the PS pre-injetor all

suppose onsiderably higher single bunh and total intensities passing through the SPS
than those foreseen for LHC.

In September 2002 the SPS ahieved the nominal longitudinal parameters for the
�rst time [1℄. The parameters obtained at 450GeV in the SPS were 4 bathes of 72 bunhes
(spaing 25 ns), eah bunh having 1:1�1011 protons and with an emittane "L � 0:7 eVs.
(`nominal' is 0:5 < "L < 1 eVs). The maximum time exursion between bunhes due to
beam loading e�ets were �0:2 ns. To reah this performane it has been neessary to arry
out both a omprehensive impedane redution programme in the SPS [2, 3℄, inluding the
shielding of all inter-magnet pumping ports [4℄ mainly to ontrol single bunh instabilities,
and also to inorporate a signi�ant number of hanges to the RF systems [5℄. These latter
inlude RF feedbak and feed-forward on eah 200MHz travelling wave avity, a oupled
bunh feedbak system ating on low numbered modes and the use of the 800MHz Landau
damping system in bunh shortening mode to inrease synhrotron frequeny spread.

The main restrition at transfer to the LHC omes from the allowed losses in LHC
at injetion and possible quenhing of the SC magnets. This translates with the inevitable
energy and phase errors to a maximum allowable emittane in the SPS at 450GeV.
Phase errors inlude the beam loading e�ets mentioned above whih also inrease with
intensity. The present situation with the nominal beam allows diret injetion into the
400MHz bukets of the LHC aelerating system. An additional 200MHz apture system
is foreseen in the LHC for the ultimate beam (1:7� 1011 protons/bunh) { this will allow
bunhes with "L up to 1.2 eVs at 450GeV to be transferred with aeptable losses.

Measurements [3℄, arried out in 1999 and 2001, show that for a single bunh
with emittane "L = 0:15 eVs and length �FWHM = 1:6 ns at E = 26GeV, the single bunh
instability threshold has inreased by at least 2.5 times following the impedane redution
ampaign to 1011 protons/bunh. The mirowave instability threshold sales as "2L=(�E)
and so allowing an emittane inrease to 1.2 eVs at 450GeV and with omparable bunh
lengths, the threshold intensity will be 3:7 � 1011. The emittane an be inreased from
about 0.4 eVs at injetion to the 450GeV level in a programmed way to keep a onstant
threshold. Nonetheless the high total intensity would require large powers in the avities
and the RF ouplers and ampli�er system itself may require upgrading. For oupled bunh
instabilities an estimate of the maximum intensity allowed with 1.2 eVs an be obtained
from results with the nominal bunhes already aelerated and knowledge of the inrease
in energy and synhrotron frequeny spread produed by the 800MHz system whih is
neessary for stability. The expeted improvement using the 800MHz system and allowing
the emittane to inrease to 1.2 eVs is about a fator two. This is therefore a stronger
restrition than with the single bunh instability.

Therefore it seems reasonable from longitudinal onsiderations to expet up to a
fator two inrease in intensity over nominal, i.e. 30% more than `ultimate' if the 200MHz
system is installed in the LHC. To go further, either the impedane must be redued or
possibly a wide-band feedbak system ould be used. For the former it is neessary �rst
to identify the impedane and then �nd some way to redue it.

In the transverse plane the resistive wall instability presents probably the most
severe restrition. The damper is already designed to over all modes when the bunh
spaing is 25 ns [6℄; smaller bunh spaing would require an upgrade for larger bandwidth.
Use of otupoles and hromatiity an also help, but is restrited by the need to keep small
transverse emittanes. The eletron loud e�et may also present signi�ant problems at
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higher bunh intensities, though there is evidene that `beam srubbing' is e�etive to
nominal intensities.

In onlusion it is lear that, while an improvement in intensity of a fator two over
nominal an be hoped for, the higher intensity regimes in the SPS must be explored by a
signi�ant mahine study programme to give de�nite answers to the maximum intensity
possible for the LHC beams in the SPS.
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11.3 The RF system for bunh length redution in LHC Phase 1
11.3.1 Beam Parameters

In LHC Phase 1, the �� will be lowered by a fator 2 to 0.25m. In order to take
full advantage of this hange, it is interesting to derease the r.m.s. bunh length �rms
aordingly. In general we want �rms � ��. With the new �� and a rossing angle of
424�m, a derease in bunh length by a fator 2 from 7.7 m to 3.8 m will give an
inrease in luminosity of about 30%.

LHC Phase 1 also onsists of a two-staged inrease in beam urrent. The �rst is
by going from the nominal bunh intensity, 1:1 � 1011, to the ultimate bunh intensity,
1:7�1011. The seond is by an inrease in the number of bunhes, with a possible hange of
bunh spaing from 25 ns to 15 ns. These two upgrades inrease the average beam urrent,
Iav, �rst from 0.56A to 0.85A, and then to 1.41A.

11.3.2 Consequenes for existing RF systems

The assoiated inrease in the RF omponent of the beam urrent IRF has signif-
iant onsequenes on the power requirements of all RF systems in the mahine. Both
the apture RF system (200MHz) and the aeleration RF system (400MHz) will need
their power plants inreased in size in roughly the same ratios. One area of onern is the
power ouplers whih will ertainly need to be improved in the seond stage. Couplers
are deliate items and this will involve researh and development e�ort. An alternative
is to lower the voltage that eah avity provides and install more avities to ompensate
for this lak of voltage. This will not only be expensive but will inrease the impedane
in the mahine at a time when the intensity is inreasing: beam stability will beome an
issue. We will ome bak to R&D in the oupler �eld later.

11.3.3 RF system for bunh length redution

To obtain the bunh length redution it is most eÆient to use a high harmoni RF
system. However sine this system annot be used for aeleration and will only be used
during the high-energy store we have to transfer the bunhes from the aelerating RF
bukets to the higher harmoni bukets. At 7TeV, beam gymnastis with possible beam
losses, suh as bunh rotation and apture, are preferably avoided, even if possible, and so
it is assumed here that an adiabati transfer will be used. This is most easily done when the
aelerated bunh length is shorter than the higher harmoni system wavelength. These
onsiderations lead to the hoie of 1.2GHz for the higher harmoni RF. A further question
arises as to whether the bunh shortening an be ahieved by a passive avity system. The
avity, probably super-onduting, would be tuned slightly away from the beam frequeny
suh that the beam-indued voltage has the orret phase and amplitude to shorten the
bunh. An ative system, although more expensive due to the high powers involved, o�ers
far more seurity. Complete ontrol of the RF parameters is then maintained under all
beam-loading onditions. The risks inherent in using a passive system are not evaluated
here and only the parameters for an ative system will be onsidered.

11.3.4 Main RF parameters

In Table 24 the parameters for the buket and bunh are given at 7TeV for di�erent
RF frequenies. In order to �t into the buket at 1.2GHz the maximum longitudinal
beam emittane "L that an be allowed is 1.5 eVs. This gives a full bunh length, 4 times
�rms, of 0.8 ns. This emittane is lower than the nominal 2.5 eVs foreseen and implies a
redution in beam stability margin for both oupled and single bunh instabilities [1℄.
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For this reason it may be neessary to transfer to the higher harmoni system at a lower
energy. The threshold shunt impedane for longitudinal multi-bunh instabilities sales as
Rth / "2Lh

2=E� , where h is the harmoni number, "L the longitudinal emittane, and E
the beam energy, and so a suitable energy would be around 1.75TeV. One the transfer to
the higher harmoni system is made, h inreased by three times, the beam beomes muh
more stable. From Table 24 we see that an RF voltage of 43MV at 1.2GHz, in addition
to the 16MV at 400MHz, will give the redution in bunh length required even with a
longitudinal emittane of 1.75 eVs. The r.m.s. relative energy spread �E is inreased to
1:52� 10�4.

Buket Bunh
frequeny voltage half height full length area energy spread length emittane

frf Vrf dE/E �full A �E �rms "L
MHz MV 10�4 ns eVs 10�4 ns eVs
400 16 3.43 2.5 7.62 1:1 0:27 2:5

0.84 0.2 1.5
400 45 5.75 2.5 12.8 1.41 0.21 2.5
1200 43 3.25 0.83 2.40 1.45 0.15 1.75

1200/400 43/16 3.66 0.83 2.86 1.75 0.18 2.5
1:52 0:14 1:75

Table 24: LHC buket and bunh parameters at 7TeV for various RF systems and lon-
gitudinal beam emittanes. The �rst and last row of bunh parameters, in bold, refer to
nominal LHC and to LHC Phase 1 onditions, respetively.

11.3.5 RF implementation

The avities ould be single ell, to make the appliation of strong RF feedbak
easier (no extra pass-band modes), and super onduting, to permit lower R=Q. Both
these options redue beam-loading e�ets.

With Iav = 1:4A and a bunhing fator of about 0.72 at 7TeV, the RF beam
urrent Irf is 2.1A. During aeleration, zero voltage with full beam urrent ompensation
is required, while 43MV is needed at 7TeV. This implies a variable oupler to optimise
the power requirements and in partiular to redue power requirements in oast, where
maximum reliability is essential. For full ontrol, the total RF power per beam VrfIrf=8
(see [2℄) is Ptot � 11MW. RF power ouplers an work reliably in CW at about 500 kW.
This would mean that there are 22 avities per beam, eah supplying 2MV. These 22 SC
avities would oupy typially 50m in the straight setion. A preliminary estimation of
the total ost is skethed in Table 25.

1.2GHz power ampli�ers 23 MCHF
HT Power 8 MCHF

Cavities, ryostats 17 MCHF
Infrastruture, Controls, Cabling 8 MCHF

Total 56 MCHF

Table 25: Preliminary estimation of the ost of the 1.2GHz bunh shortening system
based on 2 rings with 22 avities per ring at 500 kW.
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11.3.6 Disussion

It would ertainly be interesting to work at a higher voltage with less avities, to
make use of higher power klystrons or their equivalent, and oupy less spae in the tunnel.
This would imply higher power ouplers. Coupler design is an area where a vigorous R&D
programme would be of great interest. The large number of avities also implies very strong
damping of the higher order avity modes.
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11.4 RF parameters for LHC super-bunhes
We disuss possible longitudinal RF parameters for a 300m long super-bunh in

the LHC with 1A DC urrent. Assuming that the super-bunh is obtained by merging
some 3000 LHC bunhes with ultimate intensity, a longitudinal emittane larger than or
equal to 15 keVs an be antiipated. This orresponds to an energy spread of �10�3 and
requires a peak voltage of 3.4MV for a sine-wave barrier buket at 10 MHz or 680 kV for a
harmoni RF system at 500 kHz. As shown in Table 26, proportionally higher voltages are
required at higher RF frequenies. In ase of barrier buket, the super-bunh would have
a smooth paraboli edge extending over about 20 ns. The neessary 500 kHz RF system
ould be made of 15 low Q/low impedane avities, eah one 1 m long with a diameter of
1.5m and providing 45 kV. These ould be septum avities, in view of the limited beam
separation.

RF frequeny 100 MHz 40 MHz 10 MHz
(single sine-wave)

peak voltage 34 MV 13.6 MV 3.4 MV

RF frequeny 500 kHz 22 MHz 165 MHz
(harmonis) (h = 44) (h = 1780) (h = 13350)

number of bunhes 1 40 300
peak voltage 680 kV 27 MV 202 MV

Table 26: Parameters of barrier buket (top) or harmoni RF systems (bottom) at di�erent
frequenies for an LHC super-bunh.

Beam stability may be better with a low frequeny harmoni RF system than
with a barrier buket, but the latter is more exible for the number of super-bunhes. A
momentum deviation of 10�3 would give more than 100% beta-beating, assuming a 5 km
�max, with possible problems of bakground and beam-beam. Therefore a loal hromati
orretion sheme may be envisaged. The super-bunh longitudinal emittane of 15 keVs
is obtained assuming a nominal LHC bunh emittane of 2.5 eVs and a 20% safety margin
for unontrolled blow-up: we may try to save on this.

For �xed beam intensity and rossing angle, longer super-bunhes would yield a
luminosity inversely proportional to the bunh length. Possible beam losses during the
deliate proess of merging 3000 bunhes into a single super-bunh may be a onern for
mahine protetion, however losses would our only in ase of instabilities. In ase of
barrier buket, one would probably need to bypass the normal RF system.
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12 Beam Dumping system
A beam dumping system operating with highest reliability is a vital element of

the LHC. The energy ontained in the irulating beam of a mahine like the LHC is
suh that stopping or dumping it internally, like done in the SPS, is impossible. Already
one of the about 2800 irulating bunhes, when hitting a metalli surfae like opper
or iron, would melt it [1℄. Therefore, the only viable onept is to fast-extrat the beam
loss-free from eah ring of the ollider and to transport it to an external dump, positioned
suÆiently far away to allow for appropriate beam dilution in order not to overheat the
absorber material. A loss-free extration requires a partile-free gap in the irulating
beam, during whih the �eld of the extration kiker an rise to its nominal value.

12.1 The present system

Figure 44: Shemati layout of the LHC beam dumping system in long straight setion 6.

A layout of the system under onstrution is shown in Fig. 44. It will be installed in
straight setion 6 and omprises for eah ring, following the beam diretion, 15 modules
of extration kiker magnets (3�s rise time, overall length 25m), 15 modules of steel
septum magnets (overall length 72m), 10 modules of two types of dilution kiker magnets
(overall length 22m), and �nally the beam dump (overall dimensions 4 � 3:5 � 12:4m3,
weight about 1000 tons), situated in a avern at 630m from the dilution kikers and 750m
from the entre of the septum magnets [2, 3, 4, 5℄. The two types of dilution kikers are
orthogonally deeting and let the extrated beam desribe a irle-like pattern of 35 m
diameter on the front fae of the dump. The hosen distane between the dump and the
dilution kikers is a trade-o� between the ost of the kiker magnets and the ost of the
transfer tunnels. Other methods of diluting the beam were found to be less eÆient [6℄. For
instane, blowing up the beam with quadrupoles would require longer transfer tunnels.
Also, the transverse dimensions of the dump would have to be larger when taking into
aount the spread of trajetories of the extrated beams.

The material of the entral absorbing parts of the beam dump is arbon with a
density of 1.7 and 1.1 g/m3. This material is hosen for its low atomi weight and density
and its exellent mehanial properties at very high temperatures. It is also easy to handle
and heap. Other light materials have been onsidered, like liquid lithium or water, but it
was estimated muh more diÆult and expensive to arrive at a pratial and safe design.

The system under onstrution an ope safely with multi-bunh beams of average
urrents of 0.85A (about 2800 bunhes of 1:7� 1011 protons per bunh) at 7TeV. It an
also ope with beams of 7.5TeV, but at somewhat lower urrents suh that the energy
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stored in the beam is kept at the same level of 540MJ. The maximum temperature in
the arbon parts of the dump is about 1250 ÆC when hit by the diluted 86�s long beam
burst, whih results in mehanial stresses safely below the elasti limit [7, 8, 9℄, taking
into aount thermal shok phenomena.

The beam dumping system ats at the request of the mahine protetion system,
whih ollets the status and messages from all ritial mahine subsystems. It is essential
that the ative elements of the beam dumping system (kikers and septa) funtion with
utmost reliability. Although great e�ort is undertaken in this respet (e.g., by building-in
appropriate margins, redundany, energy autonomy, failure tolerant signal transmission,
and by monitoring of all vital parameters suh that a safe dumping ation an still be
launhed before the mahine is in danger), failures annot be totally exluded [10℄.

One suh failure, with potentially destrutive onsequenes, would be the �ring
of the extration kikers before or after the arrival of the beam gap. This ould happen,
e.g., by a sudden aidental �ring of one of the high voltage/high urrent swithes of
the pulse generators, with subsequent automati triggering of all others, or by the loss
of synhronisation with the beam gap. In suh ase the beam is swept over the mahine
aperture and part of it would hit the steel septum and melt it. To avoid this, protetive
ollimators, made of suitable low density materials, suh as arbon, are plaed upstream of
the septum and also in front of the �rst quadrupole downstream of the septum [11℄. These
ollimators are very ritial elements sine they see the undiluted beam as irulating
in the mahine. It is very diÆult to be spei� on the hypothetial but not entirely
unoneivable event of a omplete failing of a required dump ation.

12.2 Upgrades
An inrease of the beam urrent beyond 0.85 A and beam energies higher than

7 TeV require to upgrade the beam dumping system. While higher urrents at 7 TeV only
a�et the beam dump and beam dilution, higher beam energies require both upgrades of
the dump and beam dilution and of the extration elements. In any ase the questions of
safety and protetion against failures beome more ritial.

12.2.1 Inrease of urrent of multi-bunh beams at 7TeV

Inreasing the beam urrent from the nominal 0.56 to 0.85A by raising the bunh
intensity to 1:7 � 1011 p/bunh is still ompatible with the present system. Further in-
reases, e.g., to 2:0 � 1011 p/bunh (orresponding to 1A) or slightly higher, ould still
be tolerated aepting somewhat redued safety margins or implementing moderate up-
grades.

In the next phase, where the number of bunhes is inreased (by shortening the
bunh distane from 25 to 15, 12.5, or 10 ns), the urrents go up to about 2.5A, assuming
bunh intensities of 2:0�1011 p/bunh. They would reah 3A if the injetors ould deliver
bunhes of 2:5� 1011 p/bunh. Suh inreases all for substantial upgrades of the beam
dumping system. Possible measures to be onsidered are to improve the apaity of the
beam dump by using arbon qualities of still lower density as foreseen at present, to
inrease the strength of the dilution kikers (so as to enlarge the diameter of the dilution
pattern) or their frequeny (to produe a kind of spiral) or to install quadrupoles to
inrease the beam divergene. Next, it an be envisaged to move the dump further away
from the extration point, whih would require extra ivil engineering work. More dilution
ould mean that the transverse dimensions of the dump are inreased with the eventual
onsequene that the dump avern is to be enlarged.
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Altogether, there is no fundamental limitation. The hallenge would rather be
to �nd the best ompromise. Within the onstraint of the existing tunnels and averns,
solutions ould be found for beam urrents up to at least 2A.

As for what onerns the septum and quadrupole proteting ollimators, the pos-
sibilities for upgrades are restrited. One ould think of using lower density arbon, of
hanging their shape (wedge), or of segmenting them to dilute the eletromagneti shower.
However, beyond a beam urrent of 2 A the risk of damage would be onsiderably in-
reased. Shortening the rise time of the extration kiker would help in this respet, but
this would not be an easy route to go and it would be expensive. Experiene with the
present system will show how often failures leading to unsynhronised extrations will
our and how their frequeny ould be further redued.

12.2.2 The 300m long super-bunh at 7TeV

In this ase the whole beam of 1A average urrent (5:5 � 1014 p, 635MJ) is on-
entrated in about 1% of the mahine irumferene. The extration system is ompatible
with this, but dumping requires substantial upgrades. As the beam is only 1�s long, the
method used for diluting the 86�s long multi-bunh beams is no longer suited. To be
eÆient, the dilution kikers would have to operate at a muh higher frequeny whih,
for providing the same bending strength, would be extremely diÆult, if not impossible.
The way out here would be to de-foalise the beam with quadrupoles to a size ompatible
with the dump material. For an upgraded dump (see previous setion), a 4 � beam size
of at least 120mm (� = 1:8 � 106m) would be needed. With an integrated quadrupole
strength of about 2000T/m �m, whih is realisti using superonduting magnets, and a
distane to the dump of 2 km, this would be feasible. An inonveniene of this solution
is, as already mentioned, that also the spread in extration trajetories (due to hanges
of the losed orbit, to the pulse shape of the extration kiker and to failure modes) is
magni�ed and that the transverse dimensions of the beam dump and the aperture of the
transfer hannel would beome muh larger. For the variant where the beam is divided
up into 10 shorter (0.1�s) bunhes distributed around the irumferene, the argument
given above applies as well and the same method for dumping must be used. It should be
kept in mind that the system hosen has to remain ompatible with the bunh pattern in
the mahine before the super-bunh or its variant is formed.

The problem of proteting the septa, when hit in ase of an unsynhronised ex-
tration, annot be solved. However, the probability that this happens is lower than in
the ase of multi-bunh beams (in proportion to the beam oupation) and the risk is
redued aordingly.

In onlusion, dumping the super-bunh or its variant is feasible, but it requires
important investments (in the order of 50MCHF), mainly into ivil engineering.

12.2.3 Inreasing the beam energy to 14TeV

As already mentioned an inrease of beam energy requires both, an upgrade of the
extration elements as well as of the dilution devies and the main absorber. Going as far
as doubling the energy might lead to substantial rebuilding. Simply doubling the number
of kiker and septum modules would probably be inompatible with the available spae.
Therefore higher operating �elds must be onsidered. This is possible for the extration
kikers at the prie of inreasing their rise time. This in turn implies that also the beam
gap must be lengthened orrespondingly and that the protetion of the septa beomes
more ritial in ase of an unsynhronised extration. As for the steel septum magnets,
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higher �elds are possible by inreasing the septum thikness. For both, rebuilding the
kikers and the septa, one might pro�t from the fat that, depending on the injetion
energy, an LHC operating at 14TeV has a smaller aperture.

Figure 45: Longitudinal distribution of energy deposition densities (ourtesy Paola Sala).

The energy deposition densities and hene the temperatures in the dump rise more
than in proportion to the beam energy. An energy inrease from 7 to 14TeV would ause
a temperature inrease by a fator of 2.8 (see Fig. 45). It should also be taken into aount
that beams of higher energy have smaller emittanes, whih further inrease the tempera-
tures. With this, and assuming beam intensities in the same range as above, more dilution
and larger dimensions of the dump would be required. Depending on the harateristis
of the beam, multi-bunh or super-bunh, muh stronger dilution kikers or quadrupoles
and longer transfer tunnels (several km) with probably enlarged dump averns would be
needed. Although in priniple possible, this requires important investments. Those would
probably be in the order of 100MCHF depending, of ourse, on the assumed beam ur-
rents. Within the onstraint of the present tunnels and averns, the urrent of multi-bunh
beams would have to stay below 1A.

The problems of safety and survival of failure modes are still more diÆult to solve
and might beome a limiting fator.

12.3 Summary
The performane of the LHC beam dumping system under onstrution and the

upgrades needed for higher beam intensities and energies an be summarised as follows:
{ The system under onstrution is designed to ope safely with 7TeV multi-bunh
beams with an average urrent of 0.85A (bunh intensity 1:7 � 1011 p/bunh).
Slightly higher beam urrents, say up to about 1A (orresponding to bunh inten-
sities up to 2:5�1011 p/bunh), ould still be handled aepting somewhat redued
safety margins or with very modest upgrades.

{ Beam urrents signi�antly higher than 1A require upgrades. Within the existing
transfer tunnels and averns and with realisti upgrades of the dilution kikers
and the dumps, beam urrents of at least 2A are possible. The ost will be in the
range of a few MCHF.
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{ For urrents even higher, it will beome neessary to move the dumps further
away from the extration points. There is no fundamental limitation to this, but
the involved ost ould beome important (for instane, the ost of ivil engineer-
ing alone, when moving the dump averns by 500m, would be of the order of
15MCHF).

{ For the 1�s long super-bunh of 1A average urrent a method for diluting the
beam, di�erent from the present one, must be used (quadrupoles instead of dipolar
dilution kikers) with the dumps moved further away by more than 1 km. The ost
would be of the order of 50MCHF.

{ A beam energy of 14TeV requires to rebuild the extrations with kiker and septum
magnet systems twie as strong as at present. Within the existing tunnels and
averns and with upgrades of the beam dilution system and the dump, solutions for
dumping 14TeV beams of about 1A ould be found. For higher urrents suÆient
dilution an only be provided with the dumps moved further away. Assuming the
same maximum urrents as for 7TeV, the investment would be in the 100MCHF
range, inluding the ost for the extrations.

For all onsidered upgrades the questions of safety and survival of failure modes are
inreasingly diÆult. Careful analysis is needed, sine it might be in this domain that
limitations arise.
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A Appendix
A.1 Crab Cavities

A larger rossing angle allows reduing the e�et of the parasiti ollisions and
early separation of the two beams, whih ould be fed into di�erent �nal triplets, eah of
whih with smaller aperture and higher gradient than in the present LHC.

A large rossing angle would lead to an unaeptable loss in geometri luminosity.
In order to avoid this loss, either the beams are bent between the ollision point and the
last quadrupole (as in RHIC), or rab avities [1℄ are employed.

The distane between the last quadrupole and the ollision point is about 20m.
Assuming an outer quadrupole radius of 25 m, if we want to pass the two beams through
two separate �nal quadrupoles, a full rossing angle as large as 25mrad would be required.

The transverse deeting voltage is related to the rossing angle � and the avity
frequeny by

V? =
E tan(�=2)

e!rf

q
��x�rab

(67)

where �rab denotes the beta funtion at the rab avity.
Table A.1 ompares the spei�ations of the KEKB rab avities with those re-

quired for the LHC upgrade. The rf wavelength must be large ompared with the bunh
length, in order to stay in the linear range of deetion. A few meters length of super-
onduting 1.3-GHz dipole-mode avities should provide the neessary deetion. The
relative phase of the rab avities on either side of the ollision point should be kept
stable to within

�� � �x 2�

�rf�
(68)

where �x is the tolerane on the horizontal entroid displaement at the IP. For our
estimate of �� in Table A.1 we have assumed that �x � 1 �m.

variable symbol KEKB HER LHC
beam energy E 8.0 GeV 7 TeV
RF frequeny frf 508.9 MHz 1.3 GHz
half rossing angle �=2 11 mrad 12.5 mrad
IP beta funtion ��x 0.33 m 0.25 m
avity beta funtion �x 100 m 2000 m
required kik voltage V? 1.44 MV 144 MV
phase tolerane �� 2 mrad

Table 27: Parameters for the rab avities of KEKB [1℄ and example values for the LHC
Upgrade.
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A.2 High-Field Wiggler
A wiggler based on NbSn might oneivably redue the damping time and the

average beam emittane at 7TeV. The damping time from the wiggler alone is

�x;w � 2�2w
CpJxE3

lwiggler

C
(69)

where �w is the peak bending radius inside the wiggler, Cp = (=3)rp=((mp
2)3) �

0:18 TeV�3s�1, E the beam energy, lwiggler the total wiggler length, and C the ring ir-
umferene. For a 16-T peak �eld, the above expression evaluates to 18 h lwiggler=C. Then
for 16T the e�et of the wiggler is likely insigni�ant ompared with a damping time of
about 52 h from the 8.4T ar magnets.
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